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I. INTRODUCTION

Preservation of food by irradiation is gaining recognition as a

physical method for food processing. The safety of this process was

evaluated by the 1980 Joint FAO/IAEA/WHO Expert Committee on the Whole-

someness of Irradiated Food (JECFI), which concluded that irradiation of

any food commodity up to an overall average dose of 10 kGy (1 Mrad) pre-

sents no toxicological hazard; hence, toxicological testing of foods so

treated is no longer required. The Recommended International General

Standard for Irradiated Foods and the Recommended Code of Practice for

the Operation of Radiation Facilities used for the Treatment of Foods of

the Codex Alimentarius Commission are being revised in the light of the

recommendations and conclusions of the 1980 JEC1I. At present, more than

40 irradiated food items and groups of related foods have been approved

for human consumption in 24 countries. Several food items have already

been processed on a commercial basis in Belgium, Hungary, the Nether-

lands, Japan and in South Africa.

In anticipation of a wider application of food irradiation and co

assist the Member States, especially those in the developing world, an

FAO/LAEA Consultant Meeting on Marketing, Market Testing and Consumer

Acceptance of Irradiated Food was convened at the IAEA Headquarters,

Vienna, from 27 September to 1 October 1982. The participants of the

meeting were selected from among those who have direct experience in food

marketing, representatives of consumer unions, industrialists who operate

commercial irradiators, and a few specialists on food irradiation. The

complete list of participants is attached as Annex I.

The meeting was opened by Prof. M. Zifferero, Deputy Director Gen-

eral, Department of Research and Isotopes, on behalf of the Directors

General of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

and the International Atomic Energy Agency. Among his remarks, he

stressed the importance of evaluating consumer attitudes toward marketing

food products processed by irradiation. In view of the massive body of

scientific evidence on the safety of irradiated food, every effort should

be made to demonstrate the benefits of the food irradiation process to

both the food industry and consumers.
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Dr. E.S. Josephson of the Department of Nutrition and Food Science of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts,

U.S.A., was elected chairman of the meeting, and Dr. Riksh Syamananda,

Deputy Director General, Department of Agriculture, Bangkok, Thailand,

served as vice-chairman.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In common with the introduction of any new food or food process, mar-

keting, market testing, and consumer acceptance are aspects which must be

addressed if commercial application of food irradiation is to be success-

ful. These aspects are even more important for food irradiation in coun-

tries where a segment of the population may be apprehensive about any-

thing pertaining to nuclear energy and could cause reluctance of Govern-

ments to implement necessary regulations on food irradiation and of the

business community to invest in this new process. In developing stra-

tegies for marketing, market testing and consumer acceptance studies, the

political, legal, cultural (social) and psychological factors unique to

food irradiation must be addressed in addition to the economic feas-

ibility of the process before phasing into the economy of any new food or

food process.

Most research and development activities in food irradiation have

been conducted in government laboratories and universities with govern-

ment sponsorship. In many countries, public health regulations are

needed to introduce irradiated foods on the market for sale. The

business community and the consuming public, therefore, have had little

factual knowledge about food irradiation.

III. TERMS OF REFERENCE

The task of the Consultant Meeting was the preparation of a document

which could serve as guidelines for Member States, especially the devel-

oping ones, to use for market testing and consumer acceptance studies of

irradiated food. Of particular importance and urgent need is advice on

labelling of irradiated food.
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The consultants had before them background documents prepared and

presented by Messrs. E.S. Josephson, R.W. Urbain, C.P.N. Webb, J.G. Leem-

horst, B. Kalman, M. Lapidot, J.S. Sivinski, Mrs. F. Defesche and Mrs. M.

Young. Information on the present status of the Recommended Interna-

tional General Standard for Irradiated Foods with emphasis on labelling

was presented by Mr. J.G. van Kooij. Some of the papers of direct rele-

vance to the marketing and consumer attitude aspects of irradiated food

are attached as Annex II.

Participants were asked to address the following issues:

A. Marketing Strategies for the Food Irradiation Process

B. Consumer Education/Communication

C. Technology Transfer to the Food Industry

D. Labelling.

A. MARKETING STRATEGIES FOR TEE FOOD IRRADIATION POCCESS

The basic objective of the food irradiation programme worldwide is to

maximise the beneficial uses of the process. It follows that respective

governments of Member States should be urged to permit food irradiation 

consistent with the recommendations by the 1980 JECFI for the programme

to have worldwide application. It should be pointed out that many Gov-

ernments already have legislation to ensure public and personnel safety

of irradiation facilities, especially on sterilization of medical and

pharmaceutical products. In the case of food irradiation, the control of

and trade in treated food would have to be done according to national and

international standards. It must be noted chat any resultant unsafe

action could jeopardize the programme worldwide.

The benefits of the food irradiation process can be outlined as fol-

lows:

1. Improved Preservation of Food

-- longer shelf life, freshness maintained
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-- reduction in chemical preservatives, fumigants, pesticides, which

may leave residues of public health concern

-- prevention of food borne diseases

2. Cost Reduction for Producers

-- reduction of losses due to spoilage

-- less energy utilization in processing

-- savings on packaging materials

3. Market Enlargement

-- availability of products contraseasonally

-- availability of products previously unavailable due, for example,

to pests

-- improvement of the distribution system

4. Product Imnrovements

-- as a cold process, less nutritional and flavour degradation

-- new applications, e.g., more juice from irradiated grapes,

improved quality of canned fruits and meats, etc.

What must be determined is whether the benefits are meaningful to the

consumer or primarily to the retailer/producer. The confirmation of the

benefit structure will determine the ultimate marketing strategy for

irradiated foods. However, as is evident above, food irradiation does

afford a significant array of benefits.

There are a number of ways to introduce food irradiation on a world-

wide level, but there appear to be three potential routes for irradiated

products to reach the ultimate consumer, for example:

a. Indirect

e.g., Irradiated potatoes > potato chips -- retailer-- consumer

b. Direct

e.g., Irradiated strawberries - > retailer -- consumer
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c. Export

e.g., Exporting country > second country- > retailer -

consumer

These flow charts show that depending upon which application of food

irradiation is utilized, the marketing programme will vary greatly, e.g.,

the retailer must know how to handle irradiated strawberries, but he

doesn't need to know anything about irradiated potato chips as they

require no additional knowledge on his part. Consequently, due to the

variety of benefits offered by food irradiation, there is no one mar-

keting strategy on a product by product basis.

Essentially the benefits of food irradiation as outlined are various

and highly meaningful to society. The first step in achieving maximum

worldwide purposeful use of food irradiation would appear to he focussing

efforts on convincing governments worldwide to accept the process as

recommended by the 1980 Joint FAO/IAEA/WHO Expert Committee (ref.: IWO,

1981, Technical Report Series No. 659). Once governments have accepted

the process, the next step is to convince manufacturers to utilize the

process. This would be a three pronged programme:

1. Convince them of the economic benefits of the process.

2. Convince them chat consumers will accept the products.

3. Convince the manufacturer that it has the full backing

of Governmental authorities.

It would appear that there is probably no single/unbiased government

agency to achieve these objectives. Consequently, national authorities

may wish to formulate a "steering committee" within each country to guide

the process through the existing systems in an expeditious manner. Addi-

tionally, this committee-should be responsible for establishing the

necessary control mechanisms to ensure the efficacy of the process. This

"steering committee" should report to the highest level of government

control possible to ensure that the programme is implemented. The com-

position of the national steering committee should consist of representa-

tives from key government bodies, (e.g., Ministry of Health, Agriculture,

Commerce; A.E.C.5, industry (traders, manufacturers, radiation pro-

cessors), and consumer bodies. This committee should report its recom-

mendations to responsible national authorities for further action.
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The Consultant Group felt that it is also desirable to establish an

international coordinating body to advise and oversee the implementation

of the worldwide application of food irradiation. Such a body could be

the proposed International Consultative Board on Food Irradiation, under

the aegis of FAO/IAEA/WHO. As a suggestion, key member states should

provide their delegates from the national "steering committees".

KEY ISSUES

1. Manufacturers' acceptance

This could be achieved by identifying the obvious, tangible benefits

derived from the irradiation process. However, there may be some

reluctance to adopt the radiation process due to the incremental cap-

ital expenditure required, coupled with existing equipment capability.

2. Trade acceptance

This should be relatively easy for similar reasons as for manufac-

turers' acceptance. However, the trade will be very concerned about

consumer reaction and will require a high degree of assurance of fav-

ourable reaction. Additionally, the trade could present some obsta-

cles in the proper handling of the procucts, such as pricing to maxi-

mise product acceptance. Consequently, where appropriate, and

depending upon the irradiated product, a degree of control of trade

factors will have to be exercised to ensure the efficacy of the pro-

gramme's implementation.

3. Consumer acceptance

Consumer acceptance of irradiated food products causes potential con-

cern. Due to the newness of the process, the consumers must be ade-

quately informed if they are ultimately to accept irradiated foods.

It is recommended that the appropriate national/international organi-

zation secure the services of a marketing consultant (perhaps report-

ing to the respective steering committees) in order to develop a pro-

gramme to coordinate consumer acceptance aspects of irradiated food.

This programme could include the necessary market research to under-

stand consumer attitudes toward irradiated food, ultimately affecting

a marketing campaign including, for example, advertising/consumer

promotion and public relations.
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4. Labelling

The essential purpose of labelling should be to provide relevant

information needed to use a product (store, consume). Since the

irradiation process benefits both raw materials as well as finished

goods, there are probably two aspects of labelling.

In order to identify the process given to the food, an indication

should be given of the facts of the treatment, such as accompanying

documents, to inform the user of the benefits of the process. Fin-

ished goods should be labelled only if it is necessary to inform the

consumer on how to use the product, i.e., provide a meaningful bene-

fit otherwise not available such as longer shelf-life for straw-

berries and poultry. Otherwise, there would seem to be no reason for

labelling since food irradiation is only a process and may be used

with normal conventional techniques such as refrigeration.

TEST MARKET APPLICATIONS

Test marketing, in the true sense of a formal consumer testing pro-

gramme, really depends upon the individual product involved and the bene-

fits it provides in conjunction with a manufacturer's aesires for tne

product. If there is a marketable, cangible/demonstrable beneri: to the

consumer, a manufacturer will normally conduct a formal consumer market

test to verify his hypothesis. Professional procedures for test mar-

keting should be followed and should precede practical application.

If there is no tangible/demonstrable benefit to the consumer and the

irradiated products are equal to the non-irradiated counterpart, consumer

tests will afford very little actionable information assuming the pro-

ducts are not identified. Consequently, market tests of ingredients, raw

materials, and par-value finished goods need not be conducted. However,

as in the case of normally accepted manufacturing processes, new sources

of ingredients/products should be tested to ensure consumer product sat-

isfaction.
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DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The greatest potential benefit of food irradiation to developing

countries is the reduction of post-harvest losses and increasing export

of surplus food. It is assumed, however, that the more immediately real-

izable applications are similar to those for developed countries, and

these are in the area of export oriented operations. This operation will

provide incentive to implement the technology locally. Consequently, the

leadership for acceptance of irradiated food products lies primarily with

developed countries as they would most likely be on the receiving end of

exports.

Radiation facilities could be utilized to increase the basic food

supply within a developing country. Benefits derived from export opera-

tion would support domestic applications of food irradiation.

B. CONSLURR EDUCATION/COMMUNICATION

Attempts were made to Identify relevant target groups and barriers

involved in practical applicatlcn of food irradiation as well as to sug-

gest information/communication to respective target groups. Appropriate

bodies to deliver this information were also suggested, according to the

following chart.
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BAHRIER/PROBLEH NELCSSARY INFOkNA'IION/COtHUNICATION APPROPRIATE BODY TO DELIVER MESSACE EFFECTIVELY

I. Lack of health urgencies in many cases.

2. Proof of safety of process Is recent.

TAR(.IE (.GOll'; IIEALTI AUTIIORITIES

i. Status quo aiid prognosis of pathogens and
paraalte iln Luod.

2. RicouiiinJJltioi> to health authorities to grant

4lear:.nce of food irradiation as a process in
accurdtiic uILIs JECFI1 reconuendations. supported

1. Appropriate body of UIO, concerned with
public health.

2. Appropriate body of WHO dealing with appro-
val of food processing standards or proposed
Consultative Board of UIIOIIAEA/FAO.

TARGET (:ROUPi HINISTHY OF A(.RICU I'URE AND MINIS'RY OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY

I.

i. Insufficient knowledge of cost/bencfit.

NOTEs Developlng iations could request
assistance from IAEA Technical
Cuopelation or Research Contract
Prot raaM.es.

2. Vested interest in conventional process.

1. Prototype (model outline) cost analyses (for
rUleuvaiL pioducts) accompanied by local cost-
benefit studies (casa hlistories) for samle pro-
ducts.

2. Iulor lition on coliribu ion of this process to
natUlolal ecunoiuic, public health or social
i sbUti.

1. Responsible bodies (some marketing, engin-
eering knowledge) appointed by proposed
International Consultative Board, National
Steering Committee**", or marketing ianager
or equivalent, appointed by local food or
processing commercial organization.

2. Same as I above.

1AlRET (i.ROllP; CtlVEEINtENT CONSIIMER AFFAIRS GROUPS

I. Proof of safety of process is recent. 1. Updated data and information available to
JECFI and IFIPr' and follow-up (current or
periodic) ulil further data.

I. National Steering Committee to promote --
and control - national programme, using
information from proposed International
Consultative Board (assisted by national
atomic energy authorities).

* Joint FAO/IAtlA/UIIO Expert Comumittee on the Uholesouml.sess ul Irdliiited Food

** International Project in the Field of Food Irradiation (termsiiated)

a** National bteering Committee to be appointed by or to report to Illbh-sc possible level of Guvernment. It should consist of members of relevant (public
health, agriLultuIal production, food processing aind cuiiu.,ice), overnmuntal, public and industrial organizations with participation or representation
of A.E.C. bodies, who usually develop or adapt the technical amd t:chnologic know-hou.



APPROPRIATE BODY TO DELIVER MESSACE EFFECTIVELYBARRIER/PROBLEH N(ECESSARY INrFORMAT\Tl ONlCOMMUNICAT ION

TARGET CROUPi_ FOOD II)USTRY AND FOOD PRODUCEtS

(packiilg industry, processors, manutaccurers.
agricultural cot'lorll ion or coop., exporters)

I. Insufficient national clearances for
national and international trade.

2. Lack of International legislation in favour
of the process.

3. Apprehension of negative PR from cocrnerctal
or media or public opposition.

4. Insufficient knowledge of cost/benefit.

1. UpdatLd 1 I a of nat lolnal clearances aind
react ion ol la i ll 11.l government to clear-

AnICe of food i ii diaclon as a process.

2. Recoiuliedhlaioei.s to licalch authorities to grant
clearance of fooid irradiation as a process
together 5wIth rc(.olunendations of JECFI and the

(odex Al iill.t r itis Commisslon.

3. Assomlance o disseinination of above information

to all relcvant producers and manufacturers and
presentation of i nfo.matioon presented to educa-

tioinllal thanllnl and to mass media and press, and

ol their rf'.CLIlonS.

4. Iroloype (model utI illi ) cost anallyses (for
relcvant pin hluc 5) accomlanied by local cost-

benefit studies (case histories) for same
products.

1. National Steering Conunittee to promote --
and control -- natolnal programne, using
information from proposed Intcrnational
Consulitative Board (assisted by national
atomic energy authorities).

2. Same as I above.

3. Same as I above.

4. Responsible bodies (some marketing, Ingin-
eering knowledge) appointed by proposed
International Consultative Board, National
Steering Coilnittee, or marketing manager
or equivalent, appointed by local food or
processing conwnercial organization.

5. Vested interest in conventional process. 5. Information on c.llltribut on of tills process to
national ecoinmic, public or social Issues,
plus'

a. Official sladii of (overnment on national
in1ercest I ilpricess.

b. Benefits (iost, health or quality) to
consumln.ir s.

c. PR plan outltne to assist individual food

industries.

5. Same as 4 above, plus:

a. Covernment appointed body as above.

b. Same.

c. Contract processor and above.

* Public Relations



UARHIER/PROiIL.EH NC SbSARY INtO(lMATiION/COHMUNICATION APPROPRIATE BODY TO DELIVER HESSAGE EFFECTIVEI.Y

TARGET GROUI'i WIOI.ESAI ERS AND RETAIIEHS

I. Uniam iliar wilI
conlsulier.

cost and quality benefit to I. IIfollmat ioun pi cented to iu.lass medial/prcss
(s.c Tari;ei Lroup: Has Jludia/Press) and
coinaiualirs (sau Tarict GroupI Consumers).

1. Government appointed board.

2. lUnfajiliar wiuh besnefit to own organization.

3. Appreliension of negative PR from conunercial
or media or public opposition.

2. Quiantilied Inlornaltion on savingi in handling
costs, rcdu.-isoun of waste (rejects) (stle of
higlh qou.lli y pirodu.tL).

. Assuriu.ceu ol dissaruini o ion of inlfrma.i iOli
(reCclundiid( i l15 to biuaitlh aiuLllorit ies to
grant cleant n ce of food irridiJat lon as d

pruocess, t.l;.lJiCr with recoainwLundations ol
JECFI and the Lodcx Alilnentarius Comunission)
to all reluvJtii producers ilnd eianufacturers

dad precenL ai ioli of inforiniation pretfated to
.ducatiunal ciLh.olnls and to luams media and

press, and .f liheir reactions.

2. Food industry and/or contract processor.

3. National Steering Conimitcee to promote -
and control -- national rpograiime, using
Information from proposed International
Consultative Board (assisted by national
atomic energy authorities).

I. Coiaiiercial vulnerability.

ih'lCEI CHOIIPJ l' 11 ll'iH RETAIIEHS AND OP'EN MARKETS

I. Ilot .* Ihi priurlry at Initial stases of ma.r-
kutAi g. IlvoilveisluLtc subsequent to luarkeLia

in otlier uut lle (.IIann ) .

1. Food industry and/or contract processor.

2 . Uniiiattiaricy with owni comiunercal benefics. 2. IkidiLate iiirc.d ed ilncome (reduced waste) and
iruage (hiiiher quality).

2. Food industry andlor contraict processor.



BARRIER/PROBLEM NECESSARY F)H~\I(N/~l~lN A O APPROPRIATE BODY TO DELIVER HESSACE EFFECTIVELY

TARCLI C(;UOlP: CATF.RINC ORGANIZATIONS

(hotels, lestaurant Lallins, catering
services, vending iachines, lhospitals,
factories, arlind forces)

1: Apprehension of negative PR. .Assurauci of dlisseminat ion of l formnlt lon
( reconu.c nlda tiolls to ihe.l lh author lt ics to
grant Lleai iloc- of foo.d trladiatlioo as a
process, lto.t li uth I I CllecuZi l'idal olls of
JECFI and tihe Cod x Al imlen.arius Comviiis s on;
updateld lists of njiLoni l clejranrces and
react ion of fiat 1ioni gi(verlmcntl to clearance

of food irradiation as a p rocess) to all
relevant pr.>ducers and nllnufacturers .and
presenitat ion of illormit ion presented to
education.l channels and to mass media and
press, and uf their reactions.

1. Food suppliers.

2. Unfamiliarity uith own cormnercial benefits. 2. Quantified iniornm-ioon on savings In handling
costs, rrineic ion of uaste (rejects) (sale of
high quality )pioduct).

2. Food suppliers.

TARGET GICOUPz INi.RNlIAIIYARY INFORI'IIlOI AND EI)CATIONAI. CIIANNELS

(Consumer organizacoons, public educational functionaries)

1. Unfamiliarity with the process.

2. Unfamiliarity with proven safety of process
in relation to its alternative options.

3. Unfamiliarity with benefits of the process.

1. Ilnformat ion on process and technique in
conJunct ion with points 2 and 3 below.

2. InformitL on on safety of process accompanied
by guaranitees or positive statements from

nat iol.l anuh.tlir 11 s that organizations or
individuals app>llying this process will be
subject to insl)pe.tiont, and will operate according
to litueri.atioIally recommended or nationally
regulated i il.ldards.

3. Inforllmation onI nt.d for process in different
relevant appljicai ions, on how process alleviates
the ieedsi, oi uihat alternate processes could
fullill these t raia, comparative advantages
and disadv.itagces.

1. Covernment appointed body to promote -nd

control process implementation, on initia-
tion by marketing manager.

2. Same, with assistance from expert personnel
(marketing psychologists).

3. Same as 2 above.

NOTES 
a. Information to be presented at different

educational levels.
b. Avoid misleading words (see Appendix) in

connotation with process at certain edu-
cational levels.

c. Use conlstructive formula ion (avoid nega-
tives and denials).



BARIIibR/PI(OIH l LM CLSSAIIY IIltOIIMATION/COHlIUilICATION APPROPRIATE BODY TO DELIVER MESSAGE tEFECTIVELY

IARICLI CROU'P MASS HIEI)IAJPRESS

i. Negative ueaOLiotal association ulth radiation.

2. Lack of knowledge of benefits (quality,
health, ansd costs).

3. Untlmiliarity with public health bentfits
and social, national and world needs for
thli process.

-1

a. Epliiha'izU difllrent issues wlien preuCentLin
Inloriial lon to eLOiIOIic editors and to hoiae

A. Ol.Ohil saS .

b. Role of daillis and news oriented Imedia slould
be limited to alort torii, quick and condeCised
C.S>eilaial IntoiiiJation using above kimpliiasied
Issues.

c. Io dcupcl iiiformitrion tbould coule to public
directly trom uducaLional add inloriationill
chli.IIIels, or Aiidirccily (at their dl.srect on)
throullihl lheir owu use of luasb iledla.

d. lse positive constructive sta uielt ii and
arg"ii.esics avoid denials unless specifically
asked.

1. Intorumaton on proven safety of process and
ii llLl I L lil wihl a4alogies to otlAhe existcing

anld icLcLpted p.li'aillC process or plheliuiuen4.
Ellp.i;.si up-to-d.ice technology and up-to-date
illealia toi plkLcss. control.

2. Inluaiii.it iin tllJ direct bincl its to consiiler such

as highi iitrliislc qualiiy o( procletud product.
pos iillL II. Id tcd Ut (ili rt l, throughl reduced
wjasit ait iiil.llCLAelng outl 't, aJnd ildiret, through

ieduced uJLjte at homa) and iniproveminni in health
(reditL ion in expoiure ta laJrge nutl.ibrs of pathln-
gens& .rid p.ar.islc), highliy nipliasi zcd. Present

s.iIllsi j l o i Lutes iig.

3. Iluori.il ia,)i oi bc.nAfitLs to public hcliilth
(I|IIJ|vL|UI.|,II ot bygic.ie , tiutrtitioll id poten-

LiIl illj.tiouViJ living st.and.ard in d-ve lI.piinl
coullii li i., prcvtnlion of epidemllch .n.d large

.Ce 1.!i illi.tl itn st .t Cat.l r il events) aib Wc I
ja u. i.ll (inirucbis of food supplies), national
(InclI..sL r l, li hd currency income tblruodh
reduced spoilage of exported food, or reduc-
tion in L.ileigy co.th), .ind internal ioialh
(irduLcd lsp()il.ge of food) benefits. iilor-
lilJtion oil jwolulon.enCess results obtained by

IFIP .Adi JLCFl' s conclusions alnd recuiiiolineda-
t loils .

1. Food industry in conjunction with public
health and agricultural member of Covernment
appointed body.

2. Same as 1 above.

3. Food industry or contract processors.



UARRIERIPROULEM NECESSARY lt)101it]A IONI(-0nI)IJNICATIOII APPROPRIATE BODY TO DELIVER MESSACE EFFtCTIVELY

1. Negative emotional association wich
radiation.

2. Lack of knowledge of benefits (quality,
health and costs).

IAI;(,ET (.IIOUP: CONSUMERS

1. Inleolinit lo oa proven safety of process and
i usirac I on with analogics to other existing
and a.ccepl 'd p arailel iprocess or phenomelna.
F..,pli.as1z ip-( Io-J.te technology and up-to-date
means for )precress control.

2. Infl.,rminiol on direct benofits to coilsumer suh
as lighlli 11rirlisa. quality of process d product,
possible o slrcoed cost (direct, tilro ulh reduced
waste ait m)lket iig outlet, and indirect, through
redli.t iu wj.e .i t iholie) alld improvemcnh in hlcalth
(rtedtrc ion in it ex)oure to large iumnb. rs of patho-

genli and ip.jasites), highly emphasized. Present
sa iples ftol testinlg.

I. Food industry In conjunctlon with public
healch and agricultural member of Government
appointed body.

2. Same as I above.

00

NOTESI
a. The message should rely mainly on a long

range educational prograrme.
b. Some of the benefits to the consumer could

be:
-- longer maintenance of freshness
-- improves quality (or retains It for

longer periods)
- free of parasites and germs (no health

hazard)
-- retains origiIal taste, aroma, colour,

texture for longer period
-- savings in costs (direct and indirect)
-- reduces dependency on chemicals (e.g.,

preservatives, fumigants, pesticides)
-- delays ripLnilng.



C. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER TO FOOD INDUSTRY

It is recognized that food irradiation is a physical process. There-

fore the transfer of the process technology should be done in the same

way that any other physical process is introduced to the food industry.

This processing technique has been commercially applied for more than 20

years in treating non-food products. Important applications of the food

irradiation process have been developed and certain specific barriers

have been identified, which must be addressed in order for the food

industry to commercialize the technology.

Some of these barriers are addressed below:

1. Lack of governmental acceptance of the process, partly due to insuf-

ficient petitioning activities, partly due to insufficient demonstra-

tion of industrial interest in the developed countries, and partly

due to lack of information and expertise, particularly in some devel-

oping countries.

2. Scientific research results have not been converted into readily

applicable technology.

3. There exists a lack of qualified personnel in science and indust--r

and of the motivation :o act as che bridge between Whem.

4. Lack of realistic cechno-economic feasibility studies, particularly

in developing countries.

5. The high economic risk involved in the initial investment under the

uncertain conditions for implementation of the technology.

6. The public misperception of the relation of the process to nuclear

techniques and technology.

In view of such barriers, the formation of steering committees is

suggested. Some of the ways these committees can support the imple-

mentation of the process in industry are indicated below:

-- Furthering of national public health acceptance procedures and the

international standards programmes;
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-- Dissemination of appropriate and factual information to the deci-

sion makers and administrators as well as to food processors and

food handlers;

-- Training of the personnel needed for implementation of the tech-

nology;

-- Encourage increased utilization of existing underutilized irradia-

tion facilities;

-- Encourage establishment of pilot and demonstration plants and/or

irradiation service facilities and perform technological and eco-

nomic feasibility studies. Whenever appropriate, irradiation

plants should be adapted to the local socio-economic conditions.

D. LABELLING

At the present time, national clearances in certain countries and in

certain instances legislation exists to enforce the labelling of a pro-

duct to indicate that it has been processed by irradiation. These deci-

sions were taken prior cc the recommencations and conclusions of the

FAO/IAEA/WHO Expert Co=zit:ee of 1980.

In order to arrive at a conclusion most objectively whether labelling

(a statement of the process) is necessary or not for irradiated food, a

task force consisting of participants who have exclusive professional

experience in consumer attitude and acceptance of food as well as in food

marketing, was established to formulate the position of the Consultant

Group on labelling. The task force had evaluated in depth the pros and

cons of labelling of irradiated food according to the following arguments.

Against Labelling For Labelling

Irradiation is a physical process. Informs consumers, prevents suspi-

No other physical process is cion and accusation of lack of

required to be identified with a and honesty.

label on the package. There is

no valid scientific reason to

require a label for this process.
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Limited space on the label pre-

cludes adequate information

about and description of the

process. Therefore, any label

could mislead and confuse con-

sumers, discourage purchases and

deprive consumers of the benefits

of irradiated foods.

Labelling is not a suitable

vehicle for education. A para-

llel education programme via

the press, radio, and TV, etc.,

is better suited to inform the

consumers.

Industry may use labelling to

over-promote quality (improve-

ments).

Consumers have a right to be informed

and choose.

Potential (of) preference because of

the labelling.

Forces industry and others concerned

to promote educational programme.

Because of the objection in some

countries, i: will prevent the

maximization of the process and

its benefits.

The findings of the task force were presented to and, after detailed

discussion, were adopted unanimously by all members of the Consultant

Group. It was concluded that labelling should be to provide relevant

information needed to purposefully utilise a product. The Consultant

Group, therefore, agreed that a word or statement on the package is not

going to inform consumers of this process, and is in fact, going to mis-

lead them. Additionally, any word or statement containing the word "rad-

iation" or "radiate" would inspire fear of a nonexistent danger, wnich is

more than just misleading, and therefore will cause the product to be

avoided. The Consultant Group therefore does not recommend that the

label carry a statement of the process. In addition it was recommended

that for information and education of consumers, use should be made of

other methods such as intermediary information and educational channels,

e.g., press, etc.
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Should a government body decide not to follow the above recommenda-

tions and require labelling of the technique of the process on the con-

sumer package, the following must be carefully considered:

1. Misleading wording to the consumer must be forbidden.

2. The letter size used for labelling the technique should be propor-

tioned to the size of ingredients listed on the label.

3. Logo (pictorial symbols) must be similarly sized.

NOTE:

The above statements, i.e., labelling of the process, refer to its tech-

nique, not to its benefits. The latter might be indicated at the discre-

tion of the manufacturing industry.

Terms to be avoided:

Any words fully or partially containing words like "radiation" or "ray".

Possible substitute words:

Processed by Pico waves

Pico wave process(ed) (-ing)

Gamma process(ed) (-ing)

Processed with electrons

Electron process(ed) (-ing)

Electron pasteuriz(ed) (-ization)

Gamma pasteuriz(ed) (-ization)

Processed by ionizing energy

Radura treat(ed) (-ment)

Gamma treat(ed) (-ment)

Gammatized

Ionized

Processed by electromagnetic waves

Electromagnetic process(ed) (-ing).
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Visual descriptions:

Logo

Symbol

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Consultant Group considers the practical application of the food

irradiation process highly beneficial to mankind. This application

appears to be urgently needed, especially in developing countries, in

view of the ever increasing population, high post-harvest losses of food

and rising energy costs. The Group therefore made the following recom-

mendations and suggestions:

1. International, and national organizations, and the Government and

private sector should coordinate their efforts and make optimal use

of all resources available to promote the practical application of

food irradiation.

2. "he Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Isotooe and Radiation Applications of

Atomic Energy for Food and Agricultural Development has played a key

role in assisting Member States of FAO and IAEA in promoting the

application of food irradiation. This type of assistance Is begin-

ning to bear fruit in several countries, especially in the Western

world. In order to gain acceptance of the technology worldwide,

international cooperation on food irradiation is essential. The

Consultant Group recommended that governments of Member States of

FAO, IAEA and WHO should support strongly the proposed International

Consultative Board on Food Irradiation and implement this activity at

the earliest possible date.

3. The importance of establishing National Steering Committees on food

irradiation has been emphasized in this report. To facilitate appli-

cation and acceptance of the food irradiation process, the Consultant

Group suggested that National Steering Committees should be estab-

lished with close collaboration among research and development organ-

izations, interested industries, regulatory authorities and other
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interested parties. These committees should provide guidelines on

all efforts to scale up food irradiation research, as well as on good

manufacturing practice in commercial operations and help in the tran-

sition from laboratory to full scale commercial production.

4. An international coordinating body to advise and oversee the imple-

mentation of the worldwide application of food irradiation should be

established. Such a body could be the proposed International Consul-

tative Board on Food Irradiation, under the aegis of FAO/IAEA/WHO.

5. The Consultant Group considered in depth the pros and cons of re-

quiring a label on the food package to identify the physical process

of food irradiation. The Consultant Group recommends that identifi-

cation of the process should not be required on the label. It is

further proposed that this recommendation and the reasons behind it

be brought to the attention of the Codex Alimentarius Commission's

Committee on Fo,- Labelling. If appropriate, a member of the Consul-

tant Group should appear before the Codex Committee on Food Labelling

to explain the reasons for the Consultant Group's recommendation on

this important aspect.

. Marketing trials and shipping tests of selected irraciated co=modi-

ties should be performed both on national and international scales.

These trials should be supervised by the steering committees men-

tioned above. The dissemination of information to the consumer and

to food handlers concerning the benefits of the process should pre-

ceed, coincide and follow marketing trials. Services of marketing

specialists should be secured to carry out the above tasks.

7. Whenever appropriate, authorities in different countries should

organise national seminars to inform Government, industry and the

public about food irradiation and its benefits.

8. To facilitate international trade of irradiated food and whenever

appropriate, national authorities in advanced countries should be

urged to accept irradiated food originating from developing countries

provided that the foods have been processed according to the Codex

Standard and Code of Practice.
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ANTICIPATED CONSUMER REACTION
TO IRRADIATED FOODS

M. YOUNG
Food Policy Committee,
Consumer's Association of Canada,
Nepean, Ontario, Canada

On other occasions, when I have been asked

to speak on behalf of Consumers, and express their concern

with food irradiation; I have asked question upon question.

This time I have been asked the question "What is the

anticipated reaction to food irradiation?" I will start

by answering that question bluntly. The reaction on first

hearing of food irradiation is horror, revulsion, and dis-

belief that we could seriously anticipate such a thing.

Why this extreme reaction? - well ignorance I guess is

the answer; that, coupled with fear of anything to do

with the nuclear industr. Does this .ean that we can

forget about marketLng irradiated foods? o I don't

think so. There is too much good in the idea of processing

foods with ionizing energy to let the whole industry die.

1t does, nowever, mean thiat before anyone rushes into

marketing irradiated foods, a lot of careful preparation

must be done. A consumer education program is essential.

It is, after all, human nature to fear the unknown, so we

must take the mystery out of this process. The consumers

must be told why it is proposed to irradiate food, what

benefits it will bring to the public. Enough need will

have to be demonstrated to overcome the supposed risk

factor. Yes, the consumer will certainly assume there
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are risks, and that is another auestion that must be

seriously addressed. Each explanation of the process

must start off with the statement that irradiated food is

safe and that it is not radioactive. Such a statement

will then have to be backed-up with further explanation in

the developed countries. Platitudes about having been

tested and found to be perfectly safe won't be enough.

Can a declaration about each type of irradiated food be

made to the effect that this food was broken down into

its chemical components both before and after irradiation;

and it was found that any new or different compounds

formed during irradiation were the same compounds which

would form during other processes such as cooking? Can

it be declared unecuivically that no new toxic substances

are found in irradiated foods and that there is absolutely

no racdoac-ive element presen=? I understand mna= such

assurances can be and I feel snould be made. With such

statements the acceptance of irradiated food will come about

much more easily.

Now as a consumer, I am willing to accent the

scientific evidence produced over years of study of this

process, but I think there is a big leap from the laboratory

to the industry. How well is this food irradiation industry

controlled? The Consumers Association of Canada has asked

the Canadian Government to adopt the Codex Alimentarius

Recommended International General Standards for Irradiated

Food, and the Recommended Code of Practice for the Operation
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of Radiation Facilities, as Canadian standards. This

was done because these regulations represent one giant

step towards uniformity in the industry, so that as

consumers, we can feel a certain assurance about the safety

standards of the food reaching our table, whether it comes

from home or abroad. This is an assurance we have assumed

over the years concerning other food processes and a faith

we have put into our present inspection systems. Is it a bit

premature and misguided to put such faith in the food ir-

radiation industry? Are not a lot of the supposed or

presumed regulations as yet just suggested codes of practice

and not in fact requirements? The Codex Standards use the

word "should" but I would feel much more assured if it

used the word "must" or "will". From a consumers' point

of view, but even more from a fledgling industry's point

of v-ew, it is essential that -his become a highly regulated

and -cl -Czd i stry. The rccns-Zer must be abl to rely

on reproducible cuality standards. For instance, each and

every load of cocoa from ihe Ivory Coast which comes tnrcugh

the irradiation process must be of the same cuality. This

means the cocoa must be of the same grade before irradiation.

This will require a written protocol or code of oractice

which spells out not only the G.M.P. but also the allowable

pre-irradlation bio-burden level. Every commercial irradiator

must conform to these regulations or lose his license. If

pre-irradiation contamination levels are not determined,

how then can we be sure the irradiation level used is the

right one? Contracts must be written specifying a part-cular

irradiation procedure for a food with a oarticular bio-burden.
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This procedure is applied in the medical irradiation industry

and should be adopted by the food irradiation industry.

The absorbed dose of each irradiation must also

be exactly reproducible. In order to do this there needs

to be a regulation regarding the number of perspex dosimeters

per box, their distribution per load and even a requirement

that each load be routinely monitored. But going back one

stage, the industry needs to agree on a standard dosimeter systems

or list of dosimeters which can be compared on a calibrated graph or

chart. Without a standardization, the information lable on

a load after irradiation will be meaningless, and offer no

help or protection to the consumer or the industry. In

addition to a standard routine check, something one would

almost assume would be good manufacturing practice, the

rradal n- :tself must come under a n nual 'cen-s:n a.-

spection. Today, when a new -rradiator ms crmrssioned

the manufacturer sets it up so that its standard emissions

relate with time and speed of the machine to match a min.mum

standard curve. This commissioning is checked by a local

government authority doing a parallel commnssSoning. This

Is fine as far as it goes, but the licensing does not require

an annual check up by an independent agency, that is someone

not connected with that plant operation; to see that the

match to the curve is maintained.

We must also, I feel, have an assurance that

only class 1, premium, top quality, - call it what you will,

but at any rate the best food will be irradiated and
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that will take place soon after harvesting while the food

is in perfect condition. If second grade foods are irradiated

and reach the market for human consumption, the consumer

will soon reject it and the industry as a whole will be

negated. As an example, think of fish. If the fisherman

packs fish on ice in his boat, keeps it chilled and rushes

it to the fish packer, where it is handled quickly, following

the most hygenic good manufacturing practice methods prior

to irradiation; then the final product will be firm fleshed,

sweet smelling delicious, wholesome fish. That is what we

want marketed isn't it? Then the producer can proudly pro-

claim that this prepackaged food need not be frozen but can

be shipped from here to there, and sold as fresh A-! fish.

But how much room is there for error or abuse within this

system? What if the fish has not been kept chilled before

packagcng and has started to deterirate? Irradiation wUll

stop furtner deetr:orat on due -o salone.lla, buz .c~ --. e

natural enzymatic breakdown. In Qtner words.irradation w:i

not make a second rate product into a first rate one, and

I think we need to have regulations which will prohibit

anyone from trying to do so. Canada has already inadvertently

experienced something along these lines. The first time a

commercial irradiator irradiated potatoes in Canada to in-

hibit sprouting and gave us potatoes which could be

stored for the winter, he irradiated a poor crop. The

results, no sprouting, but spongy undesirabli potatoes

and in consequence a bankrupt irradiator and no irradiated

food on the Canadian market since. I don't know how such

regulations can be written into the rules for licensed
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commercial irradiators, because perhaps there is a need

for irradiation of poor quality grain so that it can be

recovered, at least for cattle feed. However, wet, sprouting,

fungus covered grain cannot be made into grain for human

consumption.

I have been speaking as if this were a regulated

licensed industry and presuming some Health Protection Branch

in each country will be carrying out certain inspections;

but for the sake of the industry itself, I think that there

is a need for something more than that. I know it will sound

strange for a consumer to endorse a self-regulated industry;

but somehow I feel that there is so much riding on -his in-

troduction of irradiated foods, -wenty years of research and

development, millions of manhours, and billions of dollars,

that it is in the ndustry's own self In- test to rec.a-ze

and police commercial irradiatcrs. Part of the licensing

should be an agreement to allow I.A.E.A. inspectors to make

unscheduled unannounced spot inspections at any time. Good

manufacturing practices are still essential.

I think a Canadian official in our Health

Protection Branch of the Department of Health and Welfare

Canada is giving the Canadian consumer the type of protection

we want, and incidentally doing the irradiation industry a

favour. He has called for efficacy tests on each type of

food before marketing. This type of test has always been

called for in the past where additives were concerned. It

is a chance for the manufacturer to prove tha- he can scale
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up linearly from laboratory conditions to a full scale

commercial operation; and to prove he has something to market

of practical value which will be safe. The efficacy test is

a dry run so to speak. The products of this test are not

marketed except under special license. In setting up the

test run, the manufacturer is forced to solve a lot of

problems pre-marketing; such as whether he can maintain

chill temperature, keep his conveyor from becoming con-

taminated with poultry drippings, etc.

He must make all his decisions concerning transport,

packaging, and labelling. After solving all the problems

on this test run and having the final run inspected and

approved; he is ready to advertise and market hopefully a

reliable product. Three such efficacy tests are being done

in Canada this year. The first is a poultry test, the

others are on two types of fish, Cod and Haddocc. The

ministry has asked for the latter two because of the

difference in the fat content. In preparing for the

fish tests the industry is still experimenting with pack-

aging materials. The problem is to prevent recontamination

but not to use anaerobic packaging which

would encourage botulism spore growth. The chilling of

the irradiation facility must be worked out here too.

Such testing procedures involve many agencies and hence in

the long run, more people who are willing and able to vouch

for the wholesomeness of the product. The poultry testing

to be carried out this fall in Canada, will involve the

Department of Health and Welfare, Protection Branch, the
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Department of Consumer and Corpcrate Affairs, Labelling

Branch,the Department of Agriculture Salmonella Control

Division, as well as the Special Inter-Provincial Committee

on Salmonella. Toxicology tests are not necessary this

time but on some products would involve independent con-

tracts to universities or industry. Sensory Evaluation

tests will be performed. Marketing Options will be studied.

A large food processor and a food chainstore are involved

to lend refrigeration facilities. This will enable the

shelf life tests to be done on the first and ninth day

after irradiation. The Poultry Marketing Board will re-

ceive the results of the tests; as will the three large

poultry packers who will supply different types of poultry.

The test run will be monitored for the dose used, dosimetry

system, g.m.p. at the site, the labelling, the packaging

and shiping carzons.

I would like any commercial food irradiator to

be required to perform such a pre-marketing run before

going into full production. It is critical from both the

consumers point of view and the .ndustry's future that

things are done right and done right the first time the public

comes in contact with such products.

I may seem to have gone off on a tangent

talking about regulations and inspection within the industry

instead of consumers reactions but I feel that the industry

must first of all assure itself that it is marketing whole-

some products no matter what it is or where it is processed
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before it can start assuring the consumer that it is offering

safe products.

Assurance of wholesomeness is what the Joint

Expert Committee of WHO, FAO, IAEA on the wholesomness

of irradiated food is offering. I realize this is the

better all inclusive term but the consumer is going to use

the term "safe". They are asking, is it radioactive, is

it toxic, does it contain any mutagenic or carcinogenic

elements. In explaining the safeness of irradiated foods

it will be necessary to explain what one means by that

term and what hancens to food if i; receives more than the

prescribed dose of radiation. The assumption on the part

of consumers is that you have described a food irradiated

at a certain level as safe, but, if that same food inadvert-

ently receives more irradiation, it then becomes radioactive

or toxic. in Canada some consumers with long memories will

be basing Kneir cuestioning on anotner experience we had

with food labelled "irradiated" back in the twenties. The

irradiation was ultraviolet and it was used to produce more

vitamin D from their sterol percursors. This Steenback

irradiation process was patented, so one presumes it was

declared safe. Yet at a later date it was removed from the

market when it was learned that excessive irradiation pro-

duced toxic products. So you see that the consumer has

legitimate qualms about food labelled irradiated. Twice our

experiences have been bad. I think that this will be the

third and last chance; so before marketing, all the regula-

tions and safe guards must be in place.
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I know that this procedure has undergone more

testing than any other food process. It is because the

industry is selling with this assurance that I think it

should be proudly label all irradiated foods and sell

the positive aspects of this procedure. However, in the

past I have strongly advocated that the term "irradiated"

be dropped. In a word association test performed in The

Netherlands, the term irradiated was associated with

sickness, death, cancer, radioactivity, bombs - all very

negative thoughts. This procedure is to be used to pre-

serve food supplies by eliminating pathogenic and food

spoiling micro-organisms, insects and parasites; to inhibit

sprouting in onions and root vegetables, to permit greater

hygenic safety to be maintained during food storage; and

it is claimed can also be used to reduce or eliminate the

need for chemical preservatlve as well as conserve ener2-

used in food processing. These are all very wor-hwhile

goals and needed achievements so let's not confuse it with

a name that associates this process with the much disliked,

and distrusted nuclear industry. In answer to our plea for

a new name the Joint Expert Committee of WHO, FAO, IA-A now

refer to it as processing by ionning energy. This is an

honest, but not a very catchy designation. I suspect that

there were no advertising or marketing agents on that

Committee. It is no doubt going to be hard, if nigh on

impossible, for those who have been associated with food

irradiation for years to drop that term from their vocab-

ulary. When we ask them to do so, and to only use the new
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term when discussing the procedure, it is not that we wish

to dupe or mislead, or put something over on the consumer.

We would prefer to start the explanation with a clean slate,

and not have to break through that cloud of apprehension

and fear, before they can hear the message of the healthful

innovation of the food industry. Yes, I think the message

must come from the food industry and from government agencies

not from the IAEA. Once IAEA has set up all the fool proof

regulations and an inspection system, I feel they should

back out of the picture and let industry and government

carr- the ball. As a matter of fact, I have found that the

statement "the Joint Committee of WHO/FAO has tested and

found the procedure safe" carries more assurance and credence

than when I say, as I should, the Joint Committee of WHO/F.O/

IAEA.

Now that processing food by lonizing enerZ7

is classified as a process, not an add-tive, iz is cleared

of the labelling constraints and regulations of additives.

However, consumers still want foods so orocessed labelled

as such. We feel strongly that everyone has the right to

know what has been done to or added to ,heir food, and the

right to choose what they will ingest. This right can only

be protected through proper labelling. During the Codex

Committee discussion on pre-packaged food labelling this

June, I heard the argument that since the process adds

nothing to the food, and cannot be detected or measured

after the fact, it should not be labelled. Nothing should

appear on the label that cannot be verified by an inspector
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the argument goes. Other countries declared that they saw

no reason to label any process, and particulary this one

which by its negative connotations might inhibit its accept-

ance by the consumer and hence its use by producers. Other

countries said "irradiated" was the name they planned to

use. E.E.C. countries had trouble with space restraints

on the label where information must be printed in seven

different languages. I.O.C.U. asked the committee to

adopt a new name for the procedure, such as that suggested

by the Expert Committee on the Wholesomeness of Irradiated

Foods, but in addition consumers suggested the use of a

symbol as a shortened multi-lingual compromise. The Consumers'

Association of Canada, at their annual meeting this year,

took up the idea of a symbol and passed the following

resolution -

WHE REA.S crnizing energv processinc, sometimes referred z-

as food irradlation, is a physical process which

adds nothing to the food but by its name can alarm

the public and thus decrease consumer acceptance

and processors' use; therefore,

BE IT RESOLVED that CAC recuest Consumer and Corporate

Affairs Canada and Health and Welfare Canada

to co-operate in developing an appropriate symbol

to identify any food which has been processed

by ionizing energy or which contains as an in-

gredient a product so processed, and to promote

the adoption of such a symbol internationally,
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through the General Standard for the Labelling

of Prepackaged Food of the Joint FAO/WHO Food

Standard program.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that CAC request Consumer and Corporate

Affairs Canada and Health and Welfare Canada to

require that this symbol a) be in close proximity

to the name of the irradiated food in the list of

ingredients of a pre-packaged food product and b)

be displayed on price cards, posters and other in-

formative material at point-of-sale of all bulk

or unprocessed foods so treated and c) be required

to be in close proximity to the name of the food

in all mandatory documents accompanying shipments

of non-retail containers of food as set out in the

General Standard of the Join- FAC/HO Food Standard

rogram.

The purpose of this request for a symbol on all irradiated

foods is not to alert or alarm but rather as a piece of

information. It is there for those who care and will not

by its name, frighten others away from such processed foods.

The Netherlands has already designed such a symbol and it is

now being used successfully by a commercial food ionizer

in South Africa. The colour green was used because it has

become established in the consumers mind as a "go ahead"

colour, implying neither warning nor danger. Some have argued

that the use of a symbol adds further compl-cations because

that is one more thing which will have to be explained to

the public. We consumers take the opposite point of view.
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We feel that while the significance of the symbol is being

explained, the benefits of processing by ionizing energy can

be explained and are more likely to be understood and accepted.

We have already had examples of such symbol - education pro-

grams in garment care labels and those on hazardous products.

The thrust of my paper so far is to emphasize the need

for industry to put its own house in order before going to

the market. Then they can go to the consumer with a clear

positive message emphasizing the healthful economic benefits

of the process. The consumers first question is always "Is

it Safe?" The marketer of icnized food must be prepared to

answer this fully. The second most frequently asked question

is "What happens to the nutrition level?" These two big questions

will be followed by any number of other cuestions if time and

opportunity periit, but barring that, there is no way the

product will be accepted w:thou- asnwers to at least tne two

bic questions. i have in the past suggested that when ir-

radiated potatoes are put on the Canadian market, the explan-

ation given, probably in the press, or signs in the store,

should be that "These potatoes have been processed by ionizing

energy to inhibit sprouting during storage. The dose was 0.15

Kgy of gamma irradiation from a Cobalt-60 source. This was

sufficient to stop sprouting without changing the nutritional

value of the potatoes." That way nothing is hidden; the

numbers are there for those who can understand them, an ex-

planation and an assurance is given to the rest. This, I

think, would only be necessary at the initial introduction

of the product. An informed public will not be a frightened

public. I know that there are many who do not agree with my
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full disclosure theory, but I base it on watching what happened

to the attitude of the audiences when representatives of

Atomic Energy of Canada met with them and explained the pro-

cess and answered their questions. Test Marketing Surveys in

The Netherlands also proved that once informed, the general

public was much more receptive to irradiated foods.

I have classified the bulk of the questions I have

heard posed as "is it safe". These however, took many forms.

After "is it radioactive?" Does it contain toxic substance?"

"Is it still nutritious?" came "What are the long term effects

of ingesting irradiated foods?" "Has anyone or any species

been fed such foods long enough to monitor cumulative or

mutagenic effects?" Then there were questions about the micro-

organisms. Fears were expressed that an insufficient dose

or irradiation would only inhibit some organisms, leaving a

non-competitive field for others to multiply on, or this

same area would be an open involation for invasion and

multiplication of pathogens if the food was mishandled and

cross-contamination took place. There were also some questions

about mutants and resistant strains of micro-organisms being

formed. The next questions concerning safety had to do with

the physical facilities. AECL was questioned about the

transport of cobalt. The fear of more hazardous products on

the road was expressed. "Was there going to be more radio-

active material to be disposed of?" "Was the cooling water

going to become contaminated and allowed to polute the en-

vironment?" "Were there any poluting emissions from these

facilities?" "'ho controlled and inspected these plants?"

It is necessary to keep in mind that just as irradiation means
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radioactive to a lay person, so an irradiator is equated with

a reactor. Mr. Masefield who owns and operates several

commercial irradiators under the name Isomedix Inc. told me

that before applying for a building permit, he spends a

great deal of time talking to the town council, the chamber

of commerce and the local homeowners association. He explains

exactly what he plans to build, what it will be used for, and

how it operates. Such an open approach has worked well for

him. It is another example of consumer education and further

proof that an informed public will not resist the industry.

Some people are going to object to gamma irradiation

on principle and say "Why not carry on processing our food

the way we are now?" Yet these same people have no idea

how or how much their food is processed. Take for example

the use of ethvlene oxide - we the public don't have any idea

how extens:vely it is used. We have not been told that

packaging material has been sterilized with it, or that

citrus fruits and spices are treated with it. Most consumers

don't realize that toxic chlorohvdrins could result from its

use. I'm not suggesting -hat we alarm the public by telling

them that the food they eat now is carcinogenic, but rather

when marketing- ionized foods, point out that this process

eliminates the potential dangers of residues of chemicals,

pesticides and fumigants which could be toxic.

The consumer is naturally going to be concerned with

taste and appearance of irradiated food. These two factors

are however self limiting. If the irradiated product does

not please the consumer, they will not buy it; and so I
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think we can assume that commercial irradiators are going

to do all that they can to see that it does please. Cost

effectiveness however is another matter. If there is an

upturn of food prices due.to irradiation it will have to

be justified. Perhaps in some commodities the saving of

product from spoilage, allowing a larger volume of food to

reach the market, could actually lower the cost of the food,

or at least pay for the processing without further cost

to the consumer. However, in a case such as poultry where

it is anticipated that the consumer is going to have to

pay five cents more a pound, questions are bound to be

asked. These could embarrass the poultry industry because

most consumers don't yet realize that the eviscerated poultry

they buy is contaminated. Canadian and American consumers

assume that our meat inspection system assures us of the

absence of salmonella.

By now I seem to have come full circle and am back

to my first point - consumer education. The consumer must

be told why irradiated foods are needed and how he can

directly benefit from it. I don't think the average con-

sumer has any idea how much irradiation plays a part of his

life now, particularly in sterilizing packaging and medical

supplies. By getting this information out first through

newspaper articles, T.V. programs, etc. that is by stressing

the positive healthful benefits; then irradiation of food

could follow as a logical outgrowth of such developments.
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I think that all of us here would like to see

ionized foods in the market place. As a consumer however,

I fear that either food manufacturers or processors, or

food handlers in the after market will feel that irradiated

food can be abused without affecting its soundness or whole-

someness. It will be necessary to be ever vigilant, to keep

up the diligent training of food irradiators, food handlers

and food inspectors. Irradiation is not a substitute for

good manufacturing practice. So let me conclude by saying

on behalf of consumers, that if you will inform us, as well

as assure us, but use a different name or symbol, irradiated

foods will soon be a part of our lives.
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CONSUMER ATTITUDES TOWARDS IRRADIATION OF FOOD
(A PILOT STUDY IN THE NETHERLANDS)
AND SOME SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO ACHIEVE ACCEPTANCE
OF IRRADIATED FOOD

F. DEFESCHE, VAN ASPEREN DE BOER
Young & Rubicam-Koster, B.V.,
Amsterdam, Netherlands

A pilot study on the reactions and opinions of consumers in the matter of

irradiated food and on the underlying attitudes was carried out in the

Netherlands by Young & Rubicam-Koster, b.v. in 1981. The method used was

of a qualitative, small-scale nature using focus groups and in-depth inter-

views among Dutch housewives.

The study must be seen as a preliminary piece of research and will be used

as a pilot study. The results are in no way to be treated as factual data,

they are "food for thought" and can only be indicative of Dutch reactions

and attitudes.

. CONCEPTS TESTED

irradiacion of food

TransracdatLon of food

Short-wave treatment of food

Electronic treatment of food.

A variety of spontaneous reactions are triggered off when respondents are

exposed to the statement: IRRADIATION OF FOOD.

Reactions are:

- unknown, do not know what this is

- no, thank you, not for me

- brr, I would not want to buy that

- unpleasant

- scary

- makes me think of diseases

- makes me think of X-rays

- makes me think of cancer

- unnatural
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- chemical

- sprayed

- drastically changed, tampered with

- disguising something wrong with the food

- those plants and animals were already ill to make this necessary.

The reactions to TRANSPRADIATION of food are:

- X-rays

- health check

- lots of sun

- strange, wierd

- short wave oven

- lamps

- artificial husbandry (batteries of cattle, pigs, chickens, etc.).

The reactions to SHORT WAVE/ELECTRONIC TREATMENT of food are:

- strange, wierd

- unnatural

- radio/electronic technique

- non-food.

The spontaneous react-ors are primarivy negative. Tne concert "irradiatea

food" is unknown, people have no iaea wnat :c is, yet their first reaction

is one of rejection. However, it is important to realize that these first

associations do not go in -he direction of radioactivity. The idea of irrao-

iaced food gives a first association with cancer, not with nuclear energy or

radioactivity. The term '"rradiated food" without additional information is

incomprehensible, unclear and nislead:ng to the consumer, because it makes

him draw the wrong conclusions.

When consumers are confronted with another term for the same concept the

reactions are substantially more positive. Consumers react to the term

"transradiated food" by making a mental link with health checks, sun, etc.

This is caused by semantic qualities of the Dutch word "doorstralen", meaning

literally to shine through. If translated as "transradiation", transradia-

tion is perceived to go right through without leaving anything behind, whereas

irradiation is felt to fall on top of something leaving radiation in the pro-

duct. Transradiacion as a word is - of course - strange and unfamiliar.

Yet it is important that the immediate association is not one of fear.
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Short wave treatment or electronic treatment of food is incongruous in the

consumer's mind. These terms belong to the world of radio and other machines.

Maybe astronauts would eat such food. It seems strange, rather than scary.

Again, we may conclude that a single terms describing irradiated food is very

likely to confuse and mislead the consumer. This makes it important to con-

sider if "irradiation" should not be represented by a symbol rather than by a

word. This would also be applicable to packaging.

II. DESCRIPTIONS OF THE EFFECTS OF TRANSRADIATED FOOD

TRANSRADIATION/IRRADIATION IS ONE OF THE WAYS TO RENDER BACTERIA AND PATHOGENS

IN OUR FOOD HARMLESS.

BACTERIA AND PATHOGENS EXIST IN ALL THE FOOD WE EAT; THEY CAN BE RENDERED

HARMLESS WITH THE HELP OF A SHORT WAVE TREATMENT.

What does the consumer thinK when these benefits and advantages are pointed

out to him/her7 This cepends on this new information fitting in with what

he aireacv knows and fels aous food. If i: fits in, tnis can go 'oth In

a negative and positive direction.

The consumer is immediately aware of the preserving aspects of transrad-

iacion. The need to preserve food, however, is to prevent spoiling during

transportation and storage. Consumers believe there are special bacteria

that cause spoilage of food. It is this spoiled food that can make one ill.

That food can contain bacterial or virus diseases people are not aware of.

Food in an unspoilt state, looking and smelling fresh can - according to

them - not be the carrier of diseases. (ote: pilot study took place in

the Netherlands, a well developed, well controlled country with a moderate

climate. This lack of realisation of health danger may well be very dif-

ferent in other warmer climates for example.)

The promise that food will remain fresh after transradiation is a competitive

claim, as no other method of preservation can equal this. Yet, the mes-

sage is confusing to the consumer, since he believes durability of food to

be incompatible with freshness.
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All processing and preservation methods are considered to be a necessary

evil. It is unnatural, therefore bad, but we cannot and will not go without

the advantages. Even if the increasing chemical burden on our food may

alert the experts and a segment of active consumers, the majority will not

change to other food habits. Many consumers are worried by preservation

methods, yet get very tired of all problem stories presented to them

regularly through the media. So he goes on eating more or less the same

as he did before, confident that others will watch over the quality of his

food. Yet, his general distrust of preservation methods as unnatural,

also makes the consumer distrust transradiation. That it is not a chemi-

cal method is an advantage that can be used in favour of transradiation.

III. HOW IS FOOD TRANSRADIATED'

A few alternative explanations were given on how food is transradiated.

the alternative statements were probed:

1. The explicit mention of the use of a radioactive cobalt-60 source

2. Not mentioning a radioactive source, but talking about an electron

or shortwave treatment.

3. Mentioning a particle accelerator.

The first statement causes fear. Resoondents associate -nhs witb cisease,

cancer, and getting radioactive themselves. However. we must now confuse

reactions to the term "irradiated food" witn reactions to the term "radio-

active cobalt-60". Negative reactions to the words "radioactive source"

are very intense. This has co do with nuclear energy, nuclear plants,

radioactive debris, pollution of our genes, etc. The term irradiation does

not directly do this and transradiation does this even less. It is there-

fore understandable that explanations 2 and 3 are perceived as strange,

scientific and unrelated to food, but do not cause fear.

IV. WHAT SHOULD THE CONSUMER KNOW9 WHAT DOES THE CONSUMER WANT TO KNOW7

The cognitive aspects of consumer attitudes towards food are low. The affec-

tive aspects are predominant and on the whole it is true to say that food

buying is a low involvement process. We must fully realize and accept the

fact that the emotional significance of food is all powerful. The knowledge

aspects of consumer attitudes to food only constitute a minor part of the
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total attitude. When selling food, one hardly sells the means of satis-

fying a biological need. Likewise is food not consumed for the technical

and rational explanations that may accompany it. Information regarding food

should be objectively informative. I will probably offend people by saying

that this objectivity only sells well when it has at the same time the

added value of something on the affective level.

An additional problem in selling food is that food generally shows a

clear example of a "low involvement" buying process, i.e., it is frequently

purchased at relatively low proces, and there is little time involved in

the buying decision itself. This means that consumers are not going to

debate for hours if they are going to buy transradiated food. They will

make up their minds pretty quickly, especially in front of the shop shelf.

Considering all the problems of consumer acceptance, it Is recommendable

to take barriers step by step and aim for passive acceptance before wanting

active acceptance or preference.

Gradual Step by Step Introduction of Transradiated Food

Step 1. Transradiacion of packaging material before, during or after filling.

Step 2. Transraciacion of ingredients.

Step 3. Transradiacion of end products with high contamination levels.

Step 4. Transradiacion of products perceived by -he consumer co be

dangerous co health.

Step 5. Transradiation of food in general.

V. CONSUMER ACCEPTANCE ON AN EMOTIONAL LEVEL

The passive acceptance of transradiated food by the consumer will have

to be accomplished through well phased and simple information. This

information can be channeled through all the classic vehicles for such

information:

- leaflets and brochures by respected authoritles;

- informational/educational campaigns

- press releases

- packaging (at a later stage).
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Most important short term is the active cooperation of such intermediary

channels as: government ana semi-governmental informations like the Food

and Drug Administration, consumer unions, trade press.

Once a passive acceptance has been reached, real preference can only be

achieved through adding emotional promises. Emotional in a positive way.

Phrases like "irradiated food, germ-free" will not do the job. They only

make the consumer think of disease, both because of the word "irradiation"

and because of the word "germ". Neither do statements such as "irradiation

does not cause the product to be radioactive" or "irradiation is entirely

without danger" tell what is intended. In fact, such statements do more

harm than good. What do these statements tell the consumer? They talk

about radioactivity and danger and specify this with the additions "not"

and "without". Emotionally, the message remains a disaster.

Several claims/promises were probed during the test:

- irradiated food is safe and fresh

- transradiated food is fresh and safe

- transradiatec food remains fresh longer and is safe food

- electronically purified food

- fresh and safe thanKs to snort wave purificacion.

Next to a Dos:-ive claim, an acc:t ona! mentlcr or tne packaginR cr in the

crochure that rtns method has been approved by te Ministry of Agriculture

or by the WHO would create (more) confidence and promote consumer acceptance.

The guarantee or recommendation does not only work on a rational level, bun

is in addition an emotional promise co the consumer.

VI SUMMARY

NEGATIVE CONSUMER REACTIONS:

1. The consumer wants to avoid being confused and alarmed - rejects

confrontation with unpleasant problems.

2. Association with death and disease; cancer.

3. Fear of radioactive residues in food and of becoming radioactive.

4. Devitalization of food; the food is incapacitated.
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5. Denaturalization of food; the food is dead, killed by unnatural

treatment; food is handled in a way it is not meant to be handled.

6. Fear that control/checks at point of transradiation are insufficient.

7. Fear that methods of disposal of waste materials are unsafe.

POSITIVE CONSUMER REACTIONS:

1. Interest in fresh and safe food.

2. Interest in safely consuming much loved foods that are known to

be dangerous.

3. In spite of contrast, interest in "durable and fresh" and "safe

and raw".

4. No chemicals.

5. Confidence in recommendations and guarantees from official and

government authorities.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

- Gradual introduction

- Negative and misleading descriptions are to be avoided

- New and positive descriptions have to be found

- Active acceptance can only be reached by offering emotional benefits

and advantages to the consumer.

There is no real proof that the consumer does not accept transradiated food.

It is unrealistic to wait for the consumer to ask for safe and fresh trans-

radiated food. The consumer will not take this initiative.
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At this moment in time it is not even the point to "sell" transradiated

food to the consumer, the point is -- believing this method of preserva-

tion is safe, respectable and economic -- to sell transradiation to the

industry, trade and those intermediary channels that educate and influence

the consumer.

The first step is not the acceptance of the consumer, it is the demysti-

fication of the irradiation/transradiation of food.
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STRATEGIES IN MARKETING NEW FOOD PRODUCTS

R.W. URBAIN
Castle & Cooke, Inc.,
San Francisco, California,
United States of America

Introduction

I have been asked to participate in this Consultant Meeting to dis-

cuss guidelines on how to conduct market tests leading to successful

commercialization of new food products.

That is not an easy task because there is no "black box" technique

that makes a new product successful. I don't want to dampen your

enthusiasm for new products, but you should know the true facts. For

example, according to a leading advertising agency which monitors new

product introductions, more than 1,300 new products and extensions of

existing product lines were introduced into the United States in

1981. Unfortunately, the success rate for these products was low -

less than 25% made it into 1982 or about 325 products.

However, there is hope! A major consulting fir estimates that 60%

of the new products that did "make it" were "new to the world"

products, not unlike the situation concerning new irradiated food

products.

What I propose to do is to review with you a "typical" sophisticat-

ed new product development process which major corporations utilize

and describe how test marketing fits into the scheme of things. I

will also discuss how I think the process applies to food irradia-

tion. I'll be very up front with my main message to you - most of

the work involved in the new product development process is done

prior to test marketing. Test marketing is the final stage in the

total program. If the pre-test market homework is done well, the

odds of success with a new product are vastly improved; the converse

is also true! My own belief is that this is even more true for "new

to the world" products because of the degree of education required of

the consumer.
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New Product Development Process

What I am going to do now is to provide you with a New Product

Development Process Blueprint. At a company like General Foods

Corporation or Castle & Cooke, the process operates typically like

this:
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The following is a step by step explanation of the process:

BASIC PURPOSE OF EACH

MARKETING DEVELOPMENT STEP

1. CATEGORY SEARCH

To identify and prioritize product categories where the broad

consumer environment and trends indicate an opportunity consonant

with company criteria, marketing and technical capabilities.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE BUSINESS PROPOSITION

Identification of market structure and assessment of the

leverage of marketing elements leading to the development of

an initial business proposition that will be refined and

updated as marketing development progresses.

2. OPPORTUNITY IDENTIFICATION AND CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

A thorough examination of consumers' attitudinal perspective of a

promising category, leading to identification of sets of benefits or

values we can promise the consumer. This step in the development

process is the start of a focussed effort on the development of a

product concept leading to a specific new product that will hopefully

be put into the marketplace.

3. CONCEPT EVALUATION

To obtain a preliminary estimate of the trial level and source of

volume of the concepts developed.

4. DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF PRODUCT AND OTHER MARKETING ELEMENTS

To build marketing elements which will achieve an adequate level of

performance among the selected consumer target groups and be compat-

ible with and reinforce the concept.

5. EVALUATION OF VIABILITY OF PRODUCT AND MARKETING APPROACH(ES)

To evaluate the concept, product and other major marketing elements

in order to decide whether an in-market test is warranted.

6. TEST MARKETING

The final major step in the development process, designed to provide

an estimate of the achievability of the business proposition plus

input for refining the marketing plan.
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FINAL FINANCIAL EVALUATION OF BUSINESS PROPOSITION

The initial model of the business proposition will have been

refined and updated as new information was obtained and

prior estimates were improved; the final input coming from

the test market.

What you can see from this process outline is that while test market-

ing is the first step in the commercial realization of a new product,

quite a substantial amount of work must be done in order to develop

the "model" business to be tested.

Let me take a few moments at this point and discuss in depth two of

the most critical aspects of conducting successful test markets - the

concept development and evaluation stages.

The concept development phase involves a comprehensive examination of

consumers' attitudinal perspectives of a promising new category,

leading to identification of sets of benefits or values we can

promise the consumer.

An example of how major consumer goods comDanies approach the problem

is outlined below:

ConceDt Development Process

A. Understanding the category

consumer vocabulary
users and use-occasions

problems and oppor-
tunities (i.e., non-
delivery by existing
brands)

brand/item perceptions
and gaps

B. Generating new ideas

Techniques: Benefit Probe
Menu Census
Group Discussions
Consumer Surveys

Special Analytics:
Quadrant Analysis

Factor Analysis
Discriminant Mapping

Techniques: Brainstorming

Synectics
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C. Building Core Concepts

Reactions to core ideas/
promises Techniques: Core Idea Screening

Special Analytics:
TURF
Correlation of problems/
benefits with core idea
reactions
Trade-off studies

D. Positioning an available product Technique: Unstructured Product Test

The way this approach works is to allow us and our new product to

penetrate deeply into the aggregate heads of our potential consumers

so that we can ultimately develop the new product's "positioning" to

the consumer. The "positioning" is the way in which we want the con-

sumer to think about a product and is one of the most critical ele-

ments in the success or failure of a new product. At General Foods

and other companies, a "positioning" statement is developed for all

new products and there may be more than one way to go so there may be

more than one "positioning" for a new product. Let me give you an

example of the format:

To 1 Brand X is

Market Target
the Brand of 2 that

Frame of Reference
3

Point of Difference

For example:

To caffeine concerned coffee drinkers,
1

Sanka (R) is the brand of coffee that
2

has no caffeine to upset you.
3

I can't stress enough the importance of positioning a new product.
It's critical to the marketing of a new product because:

- it underlies all other strategic decisions short and
long term

- it defines the way in which a brand or process will
compete in the marketplace

Let me define some of the terminology.
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The Frame of Reference describes the consumer grouping of similar

products with which the new product competes. Every product competes

with or substitutes in some way for something else. To identify the

Frame of Reference for a new brand is to answer the question, "What

does this product substitute for?" There are probably a number of

alternatives but only one optimal answer. But, even if the product

or process is totally unique and establishes a new market segment,

the consumer still has to understand where the product fits in terms

of how she should use it.

The Point of Difference is the specific consumer benefit which we

want consumers to associate most readily with the new product. It

should be stated in consumer end-benefit terms. While a new product

may deliver more than one benefit it is important that a single bene-

fit be captured as the Point of Difference. Expecting consumers to

readily associate the new product with more than one benefit is un-

realistic and will most likely result in an unclear positioning.

The choice of Frame of Reference and Point of Difference are inter-

related. The goal is to select the combination of Frame of Reference

and Point of Difference that is most persuasive and meaningful to the

largest number of consumers and that the new product can fully and

uniauelv deliver.

An assessment of the benefits for a new consumer product should be

along the following lines:

- Desirability/Importance - How desirable/important
is it to the consumers
that the product have a
particular benefit?

- Delivery/Satisfaction - How satisfied are people
that the traits or bene-
fits under study are be-
ing delivered in a way
that is superior to

competition?

A new consumer products benefit should be of high importance/desir-

ability while overcoming any current dissatisfaction with highly

valued benefits.

The following chart is a good guide to help assess benefits and

analyze opportunities:
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POINT OF DIFFERENCE - OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS
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benefits to consumers in brand positioning.
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Benefits in this quadrant are relative-

ly high in importance/desirability and
relatively high on delivery. These
represent the essential benefits neces-
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satisfaction regarding our product (perhaps
leading consumers to question the delivery
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The Market Target is composed of those consumers who are considered

good potential users of a product. These consumers have a similar

set of needs/concerns which motivate their purchase behavior within a

particular Frame of Reference. The identification of the Market Tar-

get requires an understanding of all customer characteristics (atti-

tudes, lifestyles, psychological profiles, behavior - what they use,

how they use, how often, when, etc.) and then selecting those charac-

teristics which are most important and relevant in effecting behavior.

There are many ways of describing a Market Target. The chart below

provides a classification of the most frequently used characteristics:

Customer Characteristics

General Situation Specific

M bbjective Demographic Characteristics Consumption patterns:
E (Age, Stage in Life Cycle, (Heavy, Medium, Light)
A Sex, Place of Living, etc.); Brand Loyalty Pattern:
S Socioeconomic Characteristics (Brand, Stores)
U Buying Situation

R Inferrec Personality Traits: Attitudes

- jLife-Style Perceptions and
S Preferences

What we have done in this stage of the New Product Development pro-

cess is to define the way in which we want the consumer to think

about a new product; the way that we believe optimizes the new pro-

duct to the largest number of consumers so as to ensure its success

in the marketplace. While the process as outlined relates to new

branded consumer products, I urge your organization to consider using

all or part of the methodology to help define the way in which we

want the consumer to think about new irradiated food products.

The next stage in the process is to develop "concepts" for the new

product based upon the "positioning" statements. Concept development

techniques vary but the final concept usually includes:*

1. Headline with key consumer benefit promised

2. Problem statement - (Problem the benefit solves)
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3. Product support statement (How we solved the problem).

4. Product benefit amplification

5. Product benefit reprise

*an example of a concept is in Attachment I.

Once concepts are developed, the next stage in the process is to

evaluate them against their ability to generate new product trial.

There are a number of techniques that can be utilized at this stage:

CONCEPT EVALUATION

To obtain a preliminary estimate of the trial level and source of

volume of the concepts developed.

Screening large numbers of concepts
Communication of intended message

Techniques:
ComCheck

Selection of most promising concepts ConScreen

Evaluating selected concepts

Trial potential

Source of business

Diagnostics

Techniques: Monadic Concept
Test (Purchase
Interest unique-
ness/need/at-
tribution of
product char-
acteristics)

Special Analytics:
Contrial

Constant or
Variable Sum
Discriminant
Mapping

Sequentially, the next step in the New Product Development Process is

to develop the product which fits with what consumers tell us they

want from the product. (These insights were gained during the Posi-

tioning/Concept Development/Evaluation Stages.)
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DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF PRODUCT
AND OTHER MARKETING ELEMENTS

To build marketing elements which will achieve an adequate level of

performance among the selected consumer target groups and be compat-

ible with and reinforce the concept.

1. Product

- Early development activity Techniques:

· To provide gross directional
guidance to Tech Research

To help sort out multiple options

CLT preference
and Show tests
Group interviews
with and without

prototypes
Small scale home
use tests

Multiple paired
comparisons
Factorial designs
Response Surface
analyses.

Special
Analytics:

- Advanced Evaluation Techniques:

To identify the final product to
go with

Should be acceptable in terms of
any or all of the following:
concept fulfillment, perform-
ance vs. competition, repeat
intention measures, support-
ing ad claims.

Concept/product
tests
Competitive pro-
duct tests

CLT Preference
Show tests
Repeat Pairs

Test plant run vs. pilot or benchtop

2. Name
Generating alternatives
Screening alternatives

Techniques:

Techniques:

Brainstorming
Synectics
Consumer name
test
(Purchase intent

appropriateness,
attribution of

product char-
acteristics)

Consumer Package
Test (T-Scope -
element registra-

tion, etc.)
Product Tests

3. Package
Package graphics/labelling

Package form/shapes

Package size Controlled Store
Tests
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4. Advertising
a. Copy

Early Development

Advanced Development

Intrusiveness

Techniques: Benefit Probe
Group Discussions
Com check

Techniques: Physiological
tests
Recall tests

Communication Techniques:

Persuasion/Positioning

b. Media
Selecting media to reach targets

Techniques:

Techniques:

Comprehension
playback

Natural/Forced
Exposure
Multiple exposure
Behavior measures

Diary Panels
Survey Data
Various studies,
e.g. Simmons

5. Price
Generating a retail price Techniques: Historical Price/

Volume conclu-
sions
concept tests
Sales waves, etc.

After all the work described above has been completed and the new

product has Sassed with success, only then is test marketing con-

sidered. Let me discuss test marketing next.

There are several different types of test markets which basically

vary by degree of "national" predictability required in the testing

objective. General Foods, for example, outlines the process as

follows:

TEST MARKETING

The final major step in the new product development process, designed

to provide an estimate of the achievability of the business proposi-

tion plus input for refining the marketing plan.

1. PLANNING

Determine Type of Test Market Effort/Purpose

Sets the parameters for the design, execution and evaluation of

the test.
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Type 1 - Complete test market - starts with national plan
and leads to national introduction.

Evaluates specific business proposition/
national marketing plan for payout potential.

Type 2 - Restricted test market - starts with national plan
and leads to national introduction.

Evaluates selected marketing variables, not
overall proposition.

Type 3 - Learning experience - leads to national plan.
Provides input to development of national plan.

Type 4 - Potential test - leads to national plan.
Provides indication of upside potential and
thus aids in building national plan.

Overall Testing Design

Spells out the specifics of the design

of the test marketing step.

Issues to be tested. (price, support
levels, etc.)

Selection of specific markets
(number, size)

Translation of marketing plan to
test areas/setting objectives
for test areas

Techniques: Concept tests

Planning model

Special
Analytics: Stratification
of markets by potential
Market characteristic cluster-

ing program
Media translation
Potential vs. marketing input
indices
Market Matching .

TUP (For national objectives)
Objective setting in test
areas

Transshipment analysis

The essential difference in the test market types is that Type 1 or

Type 2 test markets provide the data needed for a national business

proposition verification. Type 3 or 4 test markets are really just a

source of basic information needed to develop a model of the business

if there is insufficient information or experience with the type of

product or category.

A Type 3 or 4 test market experience can be as small as a test among

several supermarkets to a test in a small city; whichever the case,

as previously noted, the results will not be nationally projectable.
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A Type I or 2 test marketing program is designed to represent, as

closely as possible, the national business proposition and gather

in-market reaction to the total program. However, this "ideal" can

never be fully achieved as there is a wide variety of market condi-

tions which vary from one market to another which cause variance from

a national representation. Fortunately, there are a number of ways

to "adjust" a test market for these variations.

Essentially, there are two key elements that must be accurately

represented in the geographic regions being tested:

the marketing support program (e.g. media, advertising, pro-

motional activity)

the sales volume potential to be derived from the program

The marketing support program is under our control and we can adjust

both the expenditures and programs to be representative of the

national program. The sales volume potential is dependent upon a

multitude of factors and is not under our control, e.g. there may be

wide regional variations in consumers' eating habits. For example,

consumption of fruit juice in the U.S. is largely an East Coast/West

Coast phenomena. Market testing in the Midwest might depress the

national projection and conversely, testing in the East Coast might

inflate our results. Generally speaking, the test market selection

should be aimed at markets that are as representative as possible of

what we could expect on a national basis.

Once a new product is in test market, it has to be measured and

evaluated versus the goals for its performance. This process is

outlined below:

2. TEST MARKET MEASUREMENT & EVALUATION

Measuring Sales and In-Store Performance vs. Goals

To determine the extent to which objectives have been achieved
and to isolate elements requiring improvement.

Techniques: Adjusted Consumer Sales
Analysis Warehouse With-
drawals (SAMI)
Store Audits
Special Store Checks
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Special
Analytics: Reconciliation of data sources

- producer shipment analysis by
trade factor.

Measuring Consumer Purchase Behavior vs.
Goals and to Help Refine Marketing Plan

To evaluate achievement of specific goals and identify performance
elements requiring improvement.

Techniques: Awareness and trial checks
Purchase Diary Panels

Measuring Advertising Impact and Consumer

Attitudes to Help Refine Marketing Plan

Diagnostics to lead to improvements with marketing plan.

Techniaues:

Special
Analytics:

Awareness & trial checks
Group Interviews
Attitude & Usage Studies

Consumer benefit & other
segmentation
Discriminant Mapping, clustering

Evaluating Specific Marketing Alternatives

Marketing alternatives can be tested by utilizing matched test
markets. Some alternatives can also be tested within a given
market or markets such as indicated below.

Tests of alternative promotions

Tests of alternative prices

Tests of alternative in-store
locations

Techniques: Controlled Store tests
Diary panel splits

(by geo. area or family)
AdTel with Diary Panels

Tests of alternative advertising
campaigns

One final thought on Test Markets - read the test market long enough

to understand real behavior. It's easy to get the consumer to try a

new product, but repeat purchase is what really counts. Anybody can

buy trial via advertising, couponing or sampling but the real test is

if consumers continue to use a product because it fulfills a genuine

need and breaks into their ongoing behavior pattern. This conversion

process takes time - 6 months to a year is a good guideline, but it

could take even longer, depending upon the product category.
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Application to Food Irradiation

All the above discussion of the New Product Development Process is

based primarily upon new, branded product entries sold by producers

via the retail store to the consumer. How can this process apply to

ultimately gaining acceptance of irradiated food?

In this paper I have purposely dwelt heavily on the "early" stages of

the New Product Development Process because this is the most critical

phase. As I stated previously:

- it underlies all other strategic decisions short and long

term

- it defines the way in which a brand or process will compete

in the marketplace.

I strongly feel that prior to beginning worldwide test markets of

irradiated products, industries and organizations should invest the necessary

resources to fully understand in both a qualitative and quantitative

manner how to maximize the consumer acceptance of irradiated foods.

In other words, efforts should be directed ac the "concept

development and evaluation" stages of the process. My worldwide new

product marketing experience tells me that there will be a lot more

commonality of reaction to food irradiation among countries than you

may initially expect. This is particularly true if the product or

process offers a long term meaningful benefit to the consumer that

overrides cultural differences, i.e. instant coffee, powdered bever-

ages, even chewing gum, ice cream and frozen foods.

I'll provide some of my personal thoughts now on some of the issues which

one should be facing in pre-test market development stages:

A. Benefit Structure

The main "benefit" areas of the food irradiation process appear

to be:

1) Preservation of food adding longevity and quality benefits,

avoidance of toxic residues.

2) Cost reductions for producers of food via reduction of loss-

es due to spoilage or less energy utilization
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3) Market enlargement due to example, to contraseasonal avail-

ability of certain foods

4) Product improvements such as those noted in shortened rehy-

dration times for certain dehydrated vegetables, more juice

from grapes, etc.

What must be determined is whether the benefits are meaningful or not

to consumers or are they primarily retailer/producer benefits - the

whole test marketing program in irradiated food depends upon con-

firmation of the benefit structure. This can be done via consumer

research as outlined previously.

We are in a very fortunate position versus my previous new product

experience - as the benefits outlined above suggest, food irradiation

offers distinct and meaningful "producer" or "retailer" benefits.

When I introduced Tang powdered breakfast drink into Spain, the

retailers really did not have a major concern whether the product

succeeded or failed - there was minimal benefit to them. Consequent-

ly, I believe food irradiation as a new process has a much better

chance of success than the vast majority of new products because of

the inherent producer/retailer benefits. But the sooner we can

identify the benefit structure, the sooner we can develop the optimal

positioning of irradiated loss products to the consumer - the way we

want consumers to think about irradiated foods.

B. Labelling

This is potentially a major stumbling block to the whole process

of gaining consumer acceptance of irradiated food products. The

sooner consumer attitudes worldwide can be sorted out the better

- initial reactions to products identified as irradiated vary but

I suspect that unless the issue is properly handled there is a

good chance that the introduction of "irradiated" foods will meet

with slow consumer acceptance. My vote would be to turn away

from the technically associated terminology currently being dis-

cussed (Pico Wave Treated, Radura, Gamma Process, etc.) and focus

efforts on finding a neutral or hopefully positive name for the

process. In food products, consumers tend to react to the bene-

fit of the process, not to just the process, i.e. decaffeinated

coffee, not coffee processed with chemicals to remove caffein,
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Pro-ten Beef, not beef processed with enzymes to insure tender-

ness. I'm sure there are many other examples.

Let me add another thought. If the benefits of irradiated food

products are primarily consumer related benefits, e.g. long

preservation, the consumer may need to be informed of the

difference versus what she is currently purchasing so that she

may exploit the benefit of the irradiated product. However, if

the benefits of irradiated products are determined to be

"producer" related benefits, my vote would be to avoid labelling

products as irradiated unless there is a law to the contrary.

Consumers do not need to understand how a product is made if the

product is the benefit and not the process. For example, if a

housewife finds strawberries in her store in winter, she probably

won't care about the process that got them there - her only

concern is that they taste good.

The semantics of "irradiated" related words are so negative that

I would do all I could to avoid a labelling requirement. In

terms of assuring the safety of products to the consumer, my

point of view is that the F.D.A., or whatever equivalent by

country, has approved the process. Consequently, it is a safe

process and the consumer need not be informed of the process.

There are quite a few precedents to support this viewpoint, e.g.

aseptically packaged beverages, etc.

C. Pricing/Value

The pricing of irradiated food products should be kept in line

with their non-irradiated counterparts, i.e. what they replace so

as to maximize the volume opportunity to the consumer. However,

if irradiation provides a new benefit to the consumer such as

ensuring long-life of pre-cut vegetables or fruit which is cur-

rently not available, the opportunity exists to pass on the cost

of the added-value to the consumer in the form of higher pricing.

D. Distribution System Handling

Clearly, the retail distribution system has to be totally inform-

ed as to how to handle irradiated products. This, of course,

depends upon the product. In the test marketing phase, tight

controls must be set up to ensure that trade factors treat ir-
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radiated products the desired way. This may seem like a plati-

tude, but in my experience very often the turning point in the

success or failure of a new product is the retail distribution

system.

E. Product Quality

Product quality must be assured and controlled in order to reduce

the impact of this variable in "reading" a test market. Many

test markets have been rendered useless due to product quality

problems. Basically, the consumer will try a new product only

once and make her repurchase decision based on that product.

There are no second chances in new product introductions.

Final Recommendation

I am not an expert in the scientific aspects of food irradiation, but

am conversant with the New Product Development Process and have been

associated with a large number of successful new product commerciali-

zations.

It seems to me that it is critical to the successful commerciali-

zation of the irradiated food process to secure either a full time

marketing person or a consulting organization to aid tood industries in the

successful worldwide commercialization of new irradiated food

products. In my judgement and with due respect to all involved,

expert advice/guidance is needed to help attain the goals on com-

mercialization of this new process.
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Attachment I

INTRODUCING

NEW CRYSTAL LIGHT

DRINK MIX

" Now for the first time ever, weight conscious men and women can

enjoy a truly great-tasting diet soft drink that has no sugar and

no saccharin - yet has only 4 calories per serving.

New CRYSTAL LIGHT is a refreshing and delicious low-calorie beverage

that is sweetened a whole new way with only 4 calories per serving

and CRYSTAL LIGHT tastes great because there is no saccharin

aftertaste to get in the way of the flavor.

CRYSTAL LIGHT comes in five delicious, natural flavors - Iced

Tea, Lemonade, Lemon-Lime, Orange and Fruit Punch - each

specially blended for adult tastes.

CRYSTAL LIGHT - The first great tasting diet soft drink. 
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EXPERIENCE IN MARKETING IRRADIATED FOOD
IN SOUTH AFRICA

C.P.N. WEBB
OK Bazaars (1929) Limited,
Johannesburg, South Africa

INTRODUCTION

The demonstration of the wholesomeness of irradiated foods has long

been regarded as the key factor on which the fate of commercial food

irradiation and processing depends. This is indeed correct, because

it is of unparalleled importance that Public Health Authorities be

fully assured that such a new food processing method does not pose any

health hazard to the consumer.

During the past twenty to thirty years, this process has been intensively

investigated and uo o the present, more time and money has been spent

on -esearcr inno -he safety and wnolesomeness of irraGlated foods.

than on any other processed food. Investigations of unequalled scope

involvinc millions of U.S. Dollars nave been carried out in many

countries on test animals and animal feeding studies. In no single

case has any harmful effect ever been found.

The technological feasibility of the process has always been

recognised as an alternative to the use of chemicals for preserving

food commodities. It is a cold process and therefore offers a method

of treating heat sensitive products without unacceptable adverse effect

on the flavour and texture of the food. It also offers an opportunity of

pursuing the objective of developing peaceful uses of atomic energy.
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In particular, of providing developing countries with a safe method of

reducing losses of valuable food supplies through infestation, spoilage

or untimely germination.

South Africa is acknowledged as being one of the leaders in this

field. Its involvement in food irradiation may be traced back to

the second United Nations Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic

Energy held in Geneva in September, 1958.

This paper will be divided into three major sections:

1. A background to South African radiation facilities

population demographics and the retail market.

2. Commercial marketing trials, reasons and consumer

reaction.

The future of radiation for 5ossDole food process;in

and its safe introduction to Society.

1. SOUTH AFRICA - A BACKGROUND

The first technological studies of food irradiation preservation

techniques were started in July, 1961, with the installation at

the Fruit and Fruit Technology Research Institute, Stellenbosch,

of a small 6Co facility (0,5kCi) obtained from the United Kingdom

Atomic Energy Authority at Harwell in England.
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Good results were obtained. Owing to the limited source of the 60Co

Irradiator, however, it was decided in 1970 to carry out the combined

food irradiation programme of the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries

and the Atomic Energy Board at the National Nuclear Research Cehtre at

Pelindaba. The reason for this was that a powerful radiation source

facility was available for experimental work there.

The Atomic Energy Board was responsible for the regulatory control and

the development of the radio isotopes and radiation application since

1959. It has now, however, ceased to exist and its responsibilities and

activities have largely been taken over by the newly formed Nuclear

Development Corporation of S.A. (Pty.) Limited, which like the Uranium

Enrichment Corporation of S.A. (Pty.) Limited, is now an affiliated

corporation of the overall control body, The Atomic Energy Corporation of

South Africa Limited.

There are four irradiation fac'l.ties available in Soucn Afr7-a.

These are:

1. An AECL JS 8200 batch irradiator. This facility

was constructed on the site of the previous open-pool

irradiator set up jointly by the Letaba Co-Operative

and Atomic Energy Board at Tzaneen in the Northern

Transvaal. (An important sub-tropical fruit producing

area). Present loading is 50 kCi. It is a multi=

purpose plant and will be upgraded to a fully automatic

JS 8400 plant as soon as throughput justifies this.
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PETITIONS AND CI CLARANICES IN filE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Product

Potatoes

Mango's

Paw-paws

Chicken

Onions

Garlic

Strawberries

Acocado's

Dried Bananas

Approval Dosage Aim Progress

0,12 -Unconditional
Jan 1977

Unconditional
Aug 1978

Unconditional
Aug 1978

Unconditional
Aug 1978

Unconditional
Aug 1978

Unconditional

Unconditional
Aug 1978

Conditional
July 1977

Conditional
Jult 1977

0,241 kGy

0,5 - 1,5 kGy

0,5 - 1,5 kGy

2,0 - 7,0 kGy

0,05 - 0,15 kGy

0,10 - 0,20 kGy

1,0 - 4,0 kGy

Max 0,10 kGy

Max 0,50 kGy

To retard sprouting and reduce
greening during storage and
marketing

To combat mango beetle and
diseases and to retard ripen-
ing so that the keeping
quality can be improved

To control diseases and re-
tard ripening so that the
keeping quality can be im-
proved

lo extend shelf-life and
destroy pathogenic micro-
ol ganlslns

lo retard sprouting during
storage and marketing

To retard sprouting during
storage and marketing

More research on disease control
is necessary

Commercialisation is being ap-
proached; more research on the
correct picking stage for different
cultivers is necessary

The same as for mango's; treatment
with water and irradiation has
reached the stage of coninercial
application.

The technology has been developed
- practicability studies are recom-
mended before complete conmner-
cialisation

Excellent results obtained with
commercial consignments where
refrigeration was not available

The same as for onions; more re-
search on storage conditions
required

Irradiation of strawberries has
proved successful in large
commercial consignments under local
marketing conditions; it has
excellent commercial application

Looks pror.sing under local
conditions

Preliminary studies were under-
taken

To extend storage
shelf-life and to
destroy organisms
spoilage

life and
partially
causing

To retard ripening under
local marketing conditions

To combat insect infesta-
tion in the packed product

C.P.N WEBB - VIENNA 1982.



2. An open pool irradiator for low dose radurisation at

Pelindaba. The facility is controlled through a

sophisticated automatic dose control system. Present

loading approximately 60kCi.

3. An AECL JS 6500 previously used for the sterilization

of disposable medical equipment at Pelindaba has been

changed over to a fully automatic multi-purpose food

irradiator. Present 0Co loading 310kCi.

4. An AECL carrier type facility was erected by a Private

Company Iso-Ster in August, 1981, near Johannesburg.

The capacity is 6MCi, but its present source load is

"IMC 60Co. Iso-Ster has taken over the established

sterilization of medical articles, leaving the intense

source at Pelindaba available for development of cood

irradatcion echnology.

PETITIONS AND CLEARANCES

Following clearance for the marketing of irradiated potatoes by tne

Department of Health in 1977, a further six products were cleared in

August, 1978. These were onions, garlic, chickens, paw paws, mangoes

and strawberries. This made commercial marketing trials feasible.

The table below indicates the products for which clearances have been

granted.
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Recently full clearances were granted for lychees, bananas, dried bananas

and achar,(pickled mangoes).

There are a large number of commodities presently being investigated

technologically which hold promise for the future.

THE POPULATION AND MARKETING OPPORTUNITY

According to the 1980 estimates, the total population of

South Africa is approximately 23.75 million. The Department

of Statistics in Pretoria has estimated that by the year 2000

the population will have increased to approximately 47 million.

The community of South Africa has a wide ethnic variation.

The Republic of South Africa is a complex mixture of a developed

and developing country and this is also reflected in the

different existing infrastructures amongst the various ethnic

groups. Furtner-ore. these groups may be czviced inco urDar

ant rural socio-economic scales, with purchasing power differing

between the uroan and rural dweller.

Retail Environment

There are excellent shooping centres and conventional town and country

shopping areas, together with zhe corner country trader throughout tne

entire Republic. There is a wide range of sophisticated goods, ranging

from the best available in the world to products of equal quality -

produced in the home market. Generally, prices, especially food and

clothing are much lower than in Europe and the U.S.A. O.K. Bazaars,

Ltd. has approximately 160 retail stores throughout the Republic

of South Africa, including the independent states and Homelands,

with a turnover in excess of one billion U.S. dollars per annum.
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It is the largest retail chain, although there are other very large

retail chains in food, clothing and furniture in the country. The

customers would range over all income groups and would probably be

found in the urban (B) and downwards socio-economic group and include

all races. In the rural areas, the chain would probably span all

socio-economic groups and all race groups.

The shopping centres in South Africa are some of the best available

in the world and the retail environment in South Africa is probably

one of the most agressive and competitive in the world. Strong con-

sumer organisations are well represented in the major ethnic

groups and there is strong and critical press and television coverage

on consumer affairs.

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY, MARKET TRIALS AND CONSUMER ACCEPTANCE

After nine years of research in the field of food irradiation, the

AtCmqc Energy Boa-d, in col'aboration with cne Department of agriculture

ano Fisheries, decided to launch a limited marketing and information

campaign on radurlsed food in South Africa.

The major objectives of this campaign were threefold:

(1) to test the radurised commodities on a large scale under

commercial conditions;

(in) to demonstrate to the food industry, the trade and the

consumer the advantages of radurisation;

(ill) to evaluate consumer reaction towards radurised food.
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The campaign was conducted for a nine-month period during 1978/1979

at which time 140 t of potatoes, 20 t of mangoes, 20 t of papayas and 6 t

of strawberries were radurised at Pelindaba and Tzaneen and thereafter

sold in 20 supermarkets in Johannesburg and Pretoria. The outcome of

this trial was most encouraging with more than 90% of the consumers

reacting positively toward the radurised commodities which were labelled

with a 'RADURA' emblem.

Following the marketing campaign, a two-day National Symposium was held

in Pretoria to communicate the results of the marketing and information

trial and to furnish more information on the process of radurisation to

the food industry and all associated trade and government bodies. This

symposium was jointly organised by the Atomic Energy Board and the

Deoartmert of Agriculture and Fisheries

Emohas's was claced on the ability of irradiation to reduce food

losses resulting from ;ood-borne diseases, as well as on its ootentsa

to increase the marketable life of various fresh food commodities.

Papers on the biochemical, microbial and radiation-chemical princioles

involved in food irradiation, meat, agricultural products, marketing,

plant design and costs were presented. Tne symposium was preceded by a

visit by the delegates to Pelindaba where the facilities at the Atomic

energy Board could be viewed and various irradiated food items sampled.

Even though the outcome of the marketing and information camoaign was

very encouraging, a number of problems associated with the product rather

than with the process, and the fact that the radurised commodities

were labelled, were encountered. The necessity therefore developed for

the formation of a body to control and supervise the introductory phase
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of the commercialisation process. Thus a National Steering Committee for

Radurised Food was constituted during 1981. This Committee, which

coordinates all aspects relating to the marketing of radurised foods,

acts in an advisory capacity to the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries

and its members consist of representatives of the Department of

Agriculture and Fisheries, the Atomic Energy Board, a representative of

the radiation processors and various representatives from the trade, the

food industry and the Consumer Council.

During 1981, 20 t of onions were radurised, stored for 8 - 9 months and

thereafter sold on the Cape Town fresh-produce market where they fetched

more than double the price they would have fetched "in-season". A

further 30 t were radurised during the past season and are at present

being stored for sale later this year.

During the season September to November '981, approximately 200 t

or o80 COO punnets of strawberries ,ere radurised and sold on the

Johannesburg market. These strawberries were bought by dealers and

sold in retail outlets all over the 'itwatersrand area. The result

of this undertaking was extremely encouraging, to such an extent that

other strawberry farmers also expressed interest in the processing of

their produce during the forthcoming season.

At the beginning of the operation O.K. Bazaars, Led. became interested

in the development and were quick to realise the benefits which

could be derived from retailing irradiated fruits. It would be

possible to pass on products with increased shelt-life (or in a

state of optimum freshness) to the consumer. The company there-

fore offered for sale in some of its stores, strawberries which

were supplied to the store prepacked in polystyrene trays and
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covered with film wrap. All packs at that stage were coded with

the date of harvest and those which had been irradiated were

marked with the "RADURA" sign. Samples were also sent to the com-

pany's laboratories, subjected to simulated storage conditions and

the shelf life of both irradiated and non-irradiated packs deter-

mined.

The results of the trials under ideal conditions showed that the

irradiated packs were unaffected by decay until the 15th day of

storage. Whereas, non-irradiated packs started to show signs of

decay on the 7th day and were totally unsatisfactory by the 14th

day.

By the use of radiation the shelf life of freshly packed strawberries

could be increased by a further ten days. In once instance, :ne

non -' -ad-aec a strarwerries ,ad a snelf l fe of seven Oays, wr-ie .n

other circumstances the shelf life was as low as one or two days.

The she>f life of the irradiated strawberries from the same stock was,

however, consistently satisfactory for 14 to 15 days.

In March 1979, further storage trials were carried out in the com-

pany's laboratories on green and ripe Kent mangoes. As with straw-

berries, a certain proportion of each consignment was subjected to

heat treatment followed by irradiation. Storage trials were con-

ducted at ambient temperatures of 20 and 25°C with a relative

humidity of 65%. Periodically the mangoes were examined for

signs of disease.
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The results of the storage trials showed a marked increase in the

shelf life of the irradiated mangoes with no sign of antiracnose,

soft brown-rot or mango weevil. Some phytotoxic defects were noted

in the irradiated packs but it was found that this only affected the

skin surface-and not the flesh of the fruit. The phytotoxic damage

was later identified and found to be due to faulty packhouse procedure

which has since been corrected.

Marketing Rationale

It is interesting to compare at this stage the marketing requirements

for these two products. Strawberries require a longer shelf life for the

consumer to have choice and acceptability. Mangoes do not require a

longer shelf life, but require the elimination of the weevil which may

spoil apparently sound fruit. This is not shown up until the consumer

cuts open the fruit - hence a dissatisfied and'disappointed customer.

IVradiation eliminates this nazard and reduces tre possibili y of unngal

disease. The consumer requirements for tnese two procucts are tnerefore

different but radiation satisfies both requirements with significant

benefit to the customer. Incidentally, the results with the mangoes

illustrate a major export opportunity for a product which cannot normally

be exported. This supposes of course, that international acceptances

be achieved for irradiated foodstuffs.

The present South African strategy being to develop national marketing

before even considering export trials. The export of irradiated produce

for trade purposes from South Africa is illegal. It is the expressed

opinion that trial export marketing will only be considered if adequately

covered under the auspices of international agencies.
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Consumer Reaction

As stated above, the outcome of the marketing trials as reported by all

the retailers concerned were very successful. Consumer acceptance

amounted to over 90% and there was little adverse comment which was often

due to ignorance.

A typical example was that of a customer who knowing the unpleasant

side effects of medical treatment with 60Co expected to experience

similar effects as a result of eating irradiated foods. I believe

that the generally favourable reaction was because of the genuine

attempt to inform the public and allay their fears.

Prior to the trials, leaflets were printed and distributed in the retail

outlets to inform the public as fully as possible and when the marketing

trials were in progress information desks were set up with experienced

staff who acvised members of the public and discussed the trials wlrh them.

Cstomers were encouraged to leave tne.r tlephDhne numbers so trey couid

be contacted afterwards for tneir views. A great deal of Dersonal

,nterviewine and follow-up work was done by experienced research staff.

Newspaper articles, radio and television features, usually in magazine

type programmes contributed substantially. Consumer organisations were

also advised and informed, both at the housewife and professional level.

At all times there was considerable emphasis on the fact that these trials

were under responsible control. Unfortunately, during the trials some

poor quality products were offered which were associated with the process.

It is imperative that the benefits of irradiation are not to be regarded

as substitutes for product quality, nor for poor handling and storage

techniques. It is essential that only first class quality products are
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selected for irradiation and that the handling of these products from farm

to kitchen be carried out with the same alacrity as is currently employed

with normal perishable lines.

It is important to remember that irradiation is not a substitute

for refrigeration, gas storage or any other method of food preservation.

It is an additional technique, which, when used on its own, or perhaps

in conjunction with one of the above, can only benefit the consumer.

Organisation of Marketing Trials

The larger retailers of the world employ specialists in a variety of

disciplines in order to provide continuity of supply. Major

retailers, such as Marks & Spencer in the United Kingdom,

and OK Bazaars in South Africa, have through their desire to meet the

consumer requirements, been responsible for major technological

advances, develooment and growth of 'ndustry. Often the role of the

real ier and the major infuence tre 'rea' er nas cn oroduct inovat on,

qua'-ty improvements and price staoilisation in any country of tne world

is not fully understood.

The largest retailers take their retailing responsibility very seriously,

because they know that their customers accept that anything they sell

must be wholesome, safe and of optimum freshness. If their customers

were to lose confidence in them they would very quickly go out of business.

Therefore, there is an acceptance by the consumer of anything new and

often a willingness to try it because of the respect and confidence in

that retail chain.
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I believe this was and will be one of the most important factors

in consumer acceptance of irradiated products.

To reiterate, the largest retailers are often the innovators or

catalysts and once shown the benefit of this process will be quick

to persuade suppliers to develop the techniques so as to pass the

benefits direct and indirect onto the consumer.

With large volumes and a guaranteed outlet, most processes become

viable in their cost/benefit ratio.

3. THE FUTURE OF RADIATION IN FOOD PROCESSING

AND ITS SAFE INTRODUCTION TO SOCIETY

Why Irradiation as a Process

it is a well known and documented fact that there is a severe food

sncrtage througnout the world. which has already been more pertinentiy

identified than the energy problem as the world number one problem.

It nas been stated that one out of every eight people in the world is

suffering from chronic malnutrition and a small prooortion have physical

defects as a result of starvation. The World Food Council makes a

supposition that almost 30 countries, a number of which are African

countries, experience abnormal food shortage. With regard to the African

countries, it is particularly alarming that as the population increases

agricultural production decreases by approximately the same percentage

(2 - 3%).

All current forecasts are that the present world population will increase

from 4000M in 1975 to more than 6000M at the end of the century.
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Predictions from then on diverge. The massive and recently published

"Global 2000 Report" based on United States Government models predicts

a population of 10 00M fifty years from now, rising to 30 00M by the

end of the next century. The United Nations representing what might

be called the more optimistic score, sees a possibility of the worlds

population stabilising at around 12 00M before the end of the next

century.

The chilling statistic is that the United States National Academy

of Sciences concluded in 1969 that a world population of 10 00OM

is close to (if not above) the maximum that any intensively managed

world might hope to support with some degree of comfort and individual

choice. The Academy also concludes that even with the sacrifice of

individual freedom and choice and with chronic near starvation for the

great majority, the human population of the world is unlikely ever to

exceed 30 000 million.

Food shortages must be seen against the background what 25S- or more of

agricultural product losses occur after harvesting, during handling,

processing, storage and distribution, especially in developing countries.

However, heavy losses after harvesting are not only due to meagre

infrastructure and poor handling, but to the inability of existing methods

to counteract the basic causes.

Some of the main causes are over-ripeness, decay caused by micro-organisms,

sprouting, insect pest and losses through rodents. These losses still

occur in spite of the existing methods of preservation and the earnest

attempts which are made to reduce the world food shortages. This must

also be seen against the background of soil productivity, which has its

limitations although total production has improved with a factor of ten

or more since the beginning of the century (use of fertilizers).
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Although South Africa is a very important food exporting country, its

additional reserves of agricultural land are limited (- 3%) and the high

population growth (2.6%) may cause problems with food supply to develop

by the year 2020.

The energy crisis of the seventies has given a new dimension to the above

problem which effects not only production, but also preservation.

Preservation methods which use energy more effectively are being investigated.

There is a greater emphasis on quality, especially where health risks are

involved. Potentially harmful chemical residues from preservatives,

insecticides or fungicides, polutants, pathogenic micro-organisms and

toxins are viewed in a very serious light. With the present state of food

science it can be expected that in future food evaluation will be performed

on a much stricter basis of gain to risk and cost. This tendency has already

been highlignted and is prominent in the U.S.A.

svycholoav of Sel'lrc Iradiated -oducts

inose concerned wirh food irradiation must no longer live in their

ivory towers. The people who are going to buy these products are ordinary

people, people that we as retailers see every day and have to know and

understand, our customers, the ordinary people. Scientists concerned with

irradiation must understand that the ordinary people cannot be bombarded

with vast complex tecnnical data, but require simple information that can

easily be understood.

At the present time everyone knows and understands that radiation is

related to nuclear energy and nuclear energy can be harmful. Demonstrations

are held against nuclear weapons, the prospect of nuclear annihilation

is uppermost in many people's minds. Therefore, it is difficult for the

ordinary person to accept that anything that is associated with radiation,

even indirectly, is not going to cause some terrible death or disaster.
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World War II showed the devastating effects which would result from a

nuclear holocaust. Since that time television, films and all aspects

of communication continuously bombard society with information that it

will occur, with the destruction of society as we know it.

Even popular songs are written, which influence the young to demonstrate

and join groups banning and rejecting nuclear energy in any form.

This is accepted by all who learn of the possibility of radiation leaks

from nuclear power plants and of the difficulties of disposal of nuclear

waste.

Now we have to tell them that irradiation of their food poses no danger.

We start from a totally negative situation because nothing has threatened

mankind so completely as the total destruction through nuclear holocaust.

,o change this image an in-ntrnatonal camoa gn must be developed to inform

and make aware to the public the benefits and safety or this process. 'e

must confer with experts in the various fields of advertising and psychology

to put the public at their ease, and develop a more frnendly feeling to

irradiation. Symbols, if they must be used, must be developed not to look

like radiation symbols. Names of the process must be simple and not

necessarily related to the word irradiation or radiation.

New Marketing Trials

It is hoped that now with the recommendations of the FAO/IAEA/WHO

Expert Committee, individual countries will pass appropriate legislation

to accept irradiated foods up to the maximum of 10 kGy. This will then

allow further marketing trials to be carried out, not only within
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national states but also across international boundaries. Products

must be carefully selected so that real improvement can be offered.

They must be chosen where there is mass production and where the cost

of any irradiation facility is low per unit throughput; chickens and

citrus are obvious examples. Upscaling must be implemented, but trials

must not be carried out in isolation without co-ordination from the

grower to retailer. Trials must be carefully conducted and kept small,

growth will come. We must not try to put any product into a full national

distribution until it has been fully tested and accepted. All aspects,

the consumer, advertising, television, press, manufacturing, must be

brought into the operation and developed at the same time.

In all-countries, local atomic energy authorities must give guidance and

assistance to food processors. Pernaps it will be necessary to develop

mobile irradiators to assist in tne initial trials. Facilities at the

National Research Institutes must be made available to the producer or

manufacture-

was interested to read an earlier report from Wageningen on a marketing

trial in the'Netherlands, Db: I was disappointed at the reports' conclusion

that the trials had failed.

It certainly highlighted the one aspect which we also found that

the use of the words "Fresh Mushrooms" and "Irradiated Mushrooms"

always had an unfavourable effect on the sales of the irradiated

items. It highlighted the attitude of the public in Europe, the

reluctance of the trade to sell something they did not understand

or what they believed that their customers would not understand.

It would appear that there has been little, if any, national

advertising and very little attempt to inform the public in the

stores.
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I also gain the impression that although the retail organisations

with which the Wageningen researchers had worked were anxious to

try irradiated products, the trial had been approached with a feeling

of failure before it even started.

Price obviously has its problems. Marks & Spencer in the United Kingdom

have demonstrated that product improvement and product superiority in

freshness and quality is what the customer requires and the customer

understands and accepts that he must pay more to get these benefits.

Such benefits must be clearly indicated to the customer, either through

the retail chain which undertakes the marketing, or alternatively by

describing the benefits in some visual way in which the customer can see

and understand.

Trial Marketing - Steering Committee

During the first marketing trial in South Africa, we clearly saw many

G -:ne problems facing the development of irradation as a Process,

and therefore decided that a Steering Committee for the marketing of

irradiated foods should be formed under the control of the Department

of Agriculture and Fisheries. The terms of reference of the Steering

Committee which would advise the Minister were of the following:

1. Investigation of possible applications of irradiation

as a process for treatment of foodstuffs in South Africa.

2. The launching of test marketing trials, application and

co-ordination of food irradiation as a process to:

a) Illustrate the advances of irradiation technology

b) Demonstrate the acceptability of this technology
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c) Gather techno-economic data

d) Protect the process, the processors and the national

marketing of products

e) Possible overseas trade and control thereof

f) Any other matter in the field of food irradiation

which would be necessary.

in anticipation of the establishment of the Steering Committee, the

envisaged priorities were identification of the products that would

derive the greatest economical advantage from irradiation and investigation

of their long term control methods.

The Steering Committee was made up of Representatives from the

Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, the Atomic Energy Corporation

of South Africa, the Department of Health, various growers associations,

research and development organisations, consumer bodies and trade

organ sations.

Since its inceoDior, this Committee has ~een firmly in control cf the

processing and marketing of irradiated foods. We believe that it is

imoerative to have such a Steering Committee in order to control and

develop such an important but sensitive operation.

National Benefits of Food Irradiation

Undoubtedly food irradiation could improve the supply, availability

and choice of food in any country and at the same time probably make

available in that country product for export. This rationale is

applicable for either developed or underdeveloped countries, Although

underdeveloped countries may have a greater need for a process such as

irradiation to reduce wastage, insect infestation, etc. until the more
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highly developed countries of the world have accepted radiation and have

shown it to be effective in both cost structure and efficacy, the under-

developed countries will not consider introducing this process. Some

years ago I had personal experience of developing a new protein process

primarily to improve the food availability in underdeveloped countries.

However, it was never successful and was treated with suspicion by the

underdeveloped countries because it was not marketed in one of the more

technologically advanced countries.

Often we fall to realise that developing countries look on developed

countries for guidance in terms of what they do, rather than what they

recommend. Help must be given in developing the total infrastructure

and assisting in the operation from producer to seller.

Education through Informative Advertising

A programme of advertising must be developed at national level.

This must involve the press, radio and television, in c-th news and

magazine tyoe Features. would like to draw your attent-cn to an

article which appeared in the New York Times on the 30tn June, 1982.

It was reported that a researcher asked people if they wantec an

alternative to chemical preservatives in their food. Most of them

replied 'yes'. When asked if they wanted vegetables and meats to stay

fresher longer they also said 'yes'. However, when the researcher

suggested the irradiation technique, they asked half seriously, 'Does

it make you glow in the dark?'

The article comments that in the United States, food preservation by

irradiation has remained with minor exceptions illegal, its only authorised

use being for potatoes, wheat flour and wheat - all products cheap and
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abundant enough to make their irradiation uneconomical. It also comments

on the non-public experimental use that has been allowed. For example,

during the Apollo Space Programme men on the moon ate ham sterilized by

irradiation and in space cosmonauts complimented astronauts on the

tastiness of their irradiated beef steak during the 1975 Apollo Soyuz

rendezvous.

A member of the F.D.A. commented that one of the factors that the

food industry believes will inhibit irradiation processing is its

expense in comparison with conventional methods. However, it was

interesting to see that a member of the Radiation Technology in Rockaway

New Jersey, commented that 'we wouldn't be in the darn thing if we did

not think it was profitable'. He also commented that the cost of low

level irradiation to increase the shelf-life of fish and chickens by an

extra week would be approximately 2 to 4 cents per kilogram.

Labelling

In South Africa the Department of Health made the decision tnas irradiation

of foodstuffs is a process, and therefore, that it was unnecessary to

label the package. Some countries have taken a different view, the

Netherlands has decided that irradiated foods must bear an irradiation

symbol.

So far legislators have never found it necessary to stipulate that any

oroduct should carry details of any process to which it has been subjected.

Since irradiation has been accepted as a process, I feel it is totally

unnecessary for the packaging to bear any statement of the process. To do

so is in fact avoiding responsibility and indicating to the customer that

there may be some doubts about its suitability. Therefore, any demand
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by an informed group for legislation requiring irradiated foods to carry a

statement or symbol can only mean that the group is unsure of the process

and is not prepared to underwrite it.

I believe in informative labelling for the consumer. If any symbol is

used then it must also mean to the consumer that this product has some

advantage over another and not that the product is suspect. Consumer

associations that I have dealt with in various parts of the world comprise

informed and intelligent people. The consumer is an intelligent person

and can understand the benefits providing they are put over simply and

clearly.

Labelling must not only show the benefits to the customer; it snould also

indicate the shelf-life and be date coded for freshness. At the Rutgers

seminar the President of the Consumer Network Incorporated in Philidelphia,

which undertakes food awareness and marketing studies, told the food industry

reoresentatives not to attemot to disguise irradiated foods with labels.

"Consumers reaily wanr to knew tna ' here is a benefit beyond their

convenience and your profit" she said. "Waste control in the home is a

benefit consumers can understand and accept". "It is related to automobile

and appliance efficiency - its in - its a new newly - but widely accepted

reason for purchase".

International Co-Operation

It is most encouraging to see the recent correspondence confirming that

the Directors General of the Food & Agricultural Organisation, the International

Atomic Energy Agency and the World Health Organisation have suggested the

continued co-ordination of international co-operation in the field of food

irradiation. Their proposals refer to the establishment of an International
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Consultative Board on food irradiation. To co-ordinate food irradiation

activities and co-operate with national organisations concerned.

These organisations would also contribute to the work of the joint

FAO/IAEA/WHO Expert Committee. The Board's function would be to

disseminate information and assist in the consideration of safety

and acceptance of irradiated foods.

I believe that with this new process, which is undoubtedly of great

importance to all mankind for the reduction of the suffering of many

without regard to class or national barriers that its development must

be co-ordinated by such a board. Perhaps it is necessary to go even

further and put together a small team of soecialists, not only in

technology, but also in marketing. To advise national governments and

even to agree and recommend a procedure to be followed in all countries.

Undoubtedly, we are right in South Africa to develop a Steering

Committee. so cernaDs a member o th s board could be invited tc st

on individual natvonal steering committees as often as convenient.

In this way there could be full international co-operation and together

we could introduce this new process for the benefit of mankind as quickly

as possible.

Surely this is the key to another major weapon in our arsenal in the fight

for Man's survival and for bringing about better conditions to all in the

world. Perhaps, instead of the old slogan "Atoms for Peace" we could now

make it "Atoms for a Better Future".
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